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rJOBllJmAK 
iUiwrtter 
rrha wilt of Morgan Olsen, the new 
president for business affairs, 
· ed a full-time temporary posi-
workfna for media relations as 
incentive to lure her husband to 
tern, administrative ofticials said. 
both worked. 
•1 made an effort 
to see if we could 
find some place in 
the university or in 
the community 
where Mrs. Olsen 
could use her skills," 
Joma said. •(Hiring 
Beth Olsen) was 
done as means to 
Eastem, Beth Olsen worked in public 
relations at Emporia State. She has a 
bachelor's degree in English from the 
University of North Dakota and a 
master's degree in educational 
administration from Emporia State, 
said Shelly Flock, Eastern's media 
relations director. 
President's Oftice budget. Joml 
he had surplus of money in his buj. 
get this year. 
When Beth Olsen's position~ 
in April 1996, Flock eaid she t.pilll to 
advertise for a full-time us9tant. 
~s has been a need wf/ve 
for some time,• Flock said. "I 
Beth Olien, Morgan Olsen's wife, 
ll begin working for media rela-
ms in a temporary one-year posi-
m in .April. Prior to her hiring, no 
pon.rr existed under the 
edia oftice. 
Moryan Olsen make the move more 
attractive for the 
Olsens, but we also had need of her 
services. 
Flock said Beth Olsen was the only 
person to be interviewed for the tem-
porary position. In that job, she will 
make a salary of about $30,000 a 
year. 
Joma' Strategic Plan does call for 
the funding of a permanent media 
relations assistant, but those plans 
have been on hold since no money 
was ever budgeted for that position. 
out that Beth had· a backgroand 
this area, and we've been~ 
trying to iet extra help. It_.... a 
natural fit." 
Cynthia Nichols, Eastem's ldftrma.. 
tive action director, said hiring .,._. 
es for temporary positions is not 
uncommon practice at the UDiverait.J. 
However, a national search aaat: be 
conducted if a temporary peet 
becomes a permanent one. 
Eastel'll President David Jorns 
· d hir:lns Bldi Olsen was •certainly 
adde4. incentive" to entice the 
sena t9 leave Emporia State 
ivere!~ in Kansas where they 
•Ifs not unusual when hiring pro-
fessional people to bring in a couple 
when one does not report to the 
other," Jorns IUWed. Because of this, funding for Beth 
Olsen's salary will come from Jorns' Before her husband YU .hired at 
.. See 01m Page 2A 
Union Vending Lounge 
become a designated 
smoking area. 
Under the univenity's 
current plans to make 
the campus smoke free, 
smoking would be 
allowed only in rooms in 
University Housing. 
Students voted 359-
300 in favor of a smoke-
free resolution on last 
week's special election 
ballot. The senate 
passed the aniended res-
olution by a vote of 20-1 
Wednesday. 
Tucker expressed 
hope that Joma will oon-
sider the new amend-
ment when the resolu-
., See SENATE Page 2A 
JOIDI COX/Staff photofpltpf1e 
Students from an Experlencfng Art course taught by Ernie Whitworth display a 108-joot art 
Wednesday qftenwon fn the Library Quad. The students are attempting to create and set the. warllf's :fi record.for the largest photo collage. !!-~"' l?r Hall 0~ Students try to make new 
ce to receive By SAii llCDB said Kiley Allen, an elementary Glamour, Sports mustrated ilia 
Staff writer . education major who first pro- other popular magazines. 
~ ~ations posed the idea to set the world collage took three weeks t.e 
'V 1 The afternoon sunshine illu- record. •1 hope it.makes it in the ish. 
minated 108 feet of God, ·Bob book." • Four or. b.v~ stude:ntaJ wcii.itl 
Marley, Shaquille O'Neal, sex, •it will put Eastern -pn the. together on each 3-"an.d-a-~ 
racial harmony, love, cars, alco- map," said Paula Catarello, a 6-foot: piet~ _ StudelltB frOJlt • 
hol and perfume Wednesday in sophomore elementary education four ~ . .of the Class wol'lil• 
to renovate the Taylor Hall food service 
dining hall are set to begin at the end of 
· semester. 
-rhe plans are to change the organization of 
e food service line," said Ted Weidner, director 
· f the Physical Plant. "There is bad circulation 
f the lines in the hall. 
"We also will try to bring in dining furniture 
nd serving equipment. That'll include steam 
lea and a salad bar." 
Jody Hom, director of the residenee hall din:-
services, said .student suggestions prompted 
dedsion to renovate the food service. 
-It is based on student requests for more vari-
t See TAYLOR P.age 2A 
the Library Quad. major. on the prOject. · 
With a brisk wind pulling and Even if the record doesn't •Everyone got to put part et 
tugging at their masterpiece, 45 bring notoriety to Eastern, stu- their own uniqueness in that cci-
students from Ernie Whitworth's dents said working on it was a lage," said Katie Vana, a frea)i-
art class may have put Eastern unique experience for their class.. man journalism major. 
in the record books with their "Lately, {the newspaper) has ~t· aays something am 
photo collage of popular culture. been talking about a 'separate E!l8t~fil.'s campus," ·f~ S 
The students plan to send a peace,' and it· was good to. see dif- B3oma:t«d. a .-sophomore PIAllOllt 
picture of the collage ·to the ferent religions and cultures ing major.: ~·re a whole UlllfllRI·• 
Guiness Book of World Records. coming together on one long of individuals that copie tolillllll 
There currently is no entry for piece of paper," Allen said. as one." 
photo collages, bUt the students These non-art major stude~ts. Whitw'.o~. an !lss~e~ 
are hopeful who ,are enrolled in an fess~r o~. Jart., ~a~ >'!V~ ;! 
"We were talking about malt- Experiencing Ar.t course, gath- artists have becdme ei~*ll• 
ing the world's biggest collage," ered their photos from Vogue, • See ART Page 2A 
Thursday,- Mctrch 2, ·}995 
Fourth juror removed from O.J. Simpson trial 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Prose-
cutors succeeded in ousting a black 
juror from the O.J. Simpson trial 
Wednesday, apparently because 
they thought he was biased toward 
the former football star. But the 
man quickly told reporters he 
thought the prosecution has made 
"a pretty strong case." Michael 
Knox, a 46-year-old courier, was the 
subject of numerous complaints 
over several weeks that led to a dis-
pute during the jury's visit to 
Simpson's estate. 
He was replaced by one of the 
nine remaining alternate jurors: a 
38-year-old white woman who works 
for the phone company and once 
described herself as a "touchy, feely" 
kind of person. 
in November, analysts have said the 
mostly black panel would probably 
tend to favor Simpson. 
there were racial tensions among 
jurors. 
Knox was the fourth juror in the 
case to be removed. His r~place­
ment changed the composition of 
the jury to eight women and four 
men. Racially, it changed the make-
up to eight blacks, two whites, one 
Hispanic and one mixed-race juror. 
"This just goes to prove, don't 
judge a juror by the color of their 
skin or the rumor mill," Loyola 
University Law Professor Laurie 
Levenson said after Knox made his 
comments. "It may be a good lesson 
in not trying to read the crystal ball 
and decide what these jurors are 
thinking." Knox, who returned 
home after being sequestered for 
eight weeks, denied reports that 
"No racial tension," Knox told 
reporters."'The only problem that 
the jury is having are the problems 
that any of us would have if all of us 
together were to come inside this 
house and have to be sequestered 
for any length of time. 
"You know, we started going 
through personality conflicts, and 
that's all it is." Knox had been 
under challenge by the prosecution 
for some time on several grounds. Since the original jury was seated 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Olsen ____ ~~----~---~---~-----~ 
~From Page 1A 
Temporary posts do not 
have to be advertised openly 
for interviews. 
Faculty Senate Chairman 
John Allison said he is not 
opposed to administrators 
finding jobs for employees' 
spouses - as long as spouses 
are subjected to the same 
evaluation process as anyone 
else. 
"When it comes to admin-
istrative positions, people 
pay attention much more 
readily for obvious reasons," 
Allison said. "That's because 
administrators have such 
great power, and because of 
that power, they have a spe-
cial influence in securing 
positions for their spouses 
and family members." 
Laurent Gosselin, presi-
dent of Eastern's teachers 
union, said the contractual 
agreement to hire Beth 
Olsen is legal, but he ques-
tions why Jorns is showing 
preference for media rela-
tions by using extra money 
there instead of for Booth 
Library or classroom materi-
als. 
"Whenever we're told that 
there's shortfalls in funding, 
it always seems questionable 
to add new salaries," 
Gosselin said. "I don't know 
how high a priority media 
relations should be. We have 
stated priorities that put 
teaching at the top of that 
list . Where would media 
relations be? Probably at the 
bottom of that list." 
Attempts to reach Morgan 
and Beth Olsen Wednesday 
were unsuccessful. A spokes-
woman from the business 
office said the Olsens were 
out of town Wednesday and 
today. 
Allison said he hopes 
administrators haven't for-
gotten about Eastern's histo-
ry of questionable hiring 
practices. Verna Armstrong, 
Eastern's former vice presi-
dent for administration and 
finance, was fired in 1991 
after it was discovered that 
several of her relatives were 
on Eastern's payroll, includ-
ing four who worked directly 
under her jurisdiction. 
Gosselin said while he 
understands it is sometimes 
difficult to entice prospective 
faculty or administrators to 
come to Eastern, he doesn't 
believe administrators 
should help a faculty or 
administrator's spouse get a 
job here. 
"I never thought of using 
my position at Eastern to get 
my wife, who teaches in 
Sullivan, a job here," 
Gosselin said. "The rest of us 
have to work our tails off, 
and quite truthfully, it's hard 
to appreciate." 
•From Page 1A 
tion comes to him. 
"I hope he (Jorns) takes it with a lit-
tle more leverage than the Faculty and 
Staff senates since there are more stu-
dents than faculty and staff," Tucker 
said, "I think that's really the only place 
for students to smoke and study at the 
same time." 
Family Weekend. The idea for the 
change was submitted by Shirley 
Stewa'.rt, director of career planning and 
placement. 
has "been known as a weekend for par-
ents." 
"I like this name change," senate 
member Bryan Gutraj said. "It's more 
friendly and more (public relations) ori-
ented." 
Wood said the proposal was intended 
to make the weekend more accessible to 
both parents and other family members 
of students. 
In other business, the senate voted 
unanimously to approve senate member 
Deanna Smuthers to the tuition review 
committee. Smuthers will replace for-
mer senate member Amy Levine, who 
has resigned from the committee. 
In other action, the senate voted to 
change the name of Parents Weekend to 
Not all senate members agreed with 
the proposal. "I don't know why it 
should be changed," senate member Pat 
Scanlan said, who added the weekend 
Art~--~--~~----------~-
• From Page 1A 
Collaborative projects can bring people together. 
"People started saying, 'This is my poem. This is my 
painting. This is my work,"' Whitworth said. "This is our col-
lage." 
This unique activity isn't out of place in Whitworth's cur-
riculum. 
Last year, Whitworth, an assistant professor of art, had 
150 students autograph a Frisbee, and then they threw it 
around the quad for 15 minutes. 
Next year he would like to have students make kites and 
fly them. It would be his first "kite collage." 
Whitworth said this form of art is reminiscent of the 
1920s when "dada" art emerged. "Dada art is art for no rea-
son, but it's still art." 
This form of art often frees students from their fears, he 
said. 
"They come in with hesitation saying, 'I can't draw, and I 
can't paint,'" said Whitworth, who has taught at Eastern for 
five years. . 
"I don't usually like art, but I've actually had a lot of fun 
in this class," said Liz Winger, a sophomore elementary edu-
cation major. 
"(This form of art) shows them how easy art is. It's not 
something to be afraid of, it's an expression. It's not scary, 
it's something to have fun with." 
Taylor_ 
t From Page 1A 
ety and flexibility," Horn 
said. "It will allow us to 
increase our hours and 
change the food items 
that we offer." 
The project, according 
to the President's Report 
to the Trustees of the 
BOG, is expected to 
begin "immediately fol-
lowing completion of the 
current spring sem-
ester." Construction is 
projected to be finished 
by the beginning of the 
fall semester. 
Summer school stu-
dents living in Taylor 
Hall will be asked to 
dine at the Thomas Hall 
food service while con -
struction is taking place. 
Wiedner said a 
Champaign architec· 
tural firm has brought 
in create primary design 
drawings for the renova-
tion. 
"A design firm was 
hired to do a study of all 
the dining services and 
of the remodeling of the 
Taylor service," Wiedner 
said. "(It) is already 50 
to 75 percent done with 
the designs." 
Weidner added he ex-
pects to receive final ver-
sions of the renovation 
plans within the next 
two weeks. 
The current estimate 
of the cost of the project 
is $476,000. Of that 
amount, $51,000 will go. 
toward design fees for 
the architectural firm. 
The project will be 
paid for through bond-
revenue and bond-reno-
vation funds. 
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LUNCH SPECIALS 
• Grilled tenderloin with 
cup of soup or salad 
• t3eef and noodles, real 
mashed potatoes, 
vegetal71e and roll 
• Spinach and cheese 
omelette, muffin and 
choice of fruit or salad 
EVENING SPECIALS 
Mon-Sat Afl'ER 5PM 
•Pot Roast 
GREAT BREAKFASTS 
EVERY MORNING! 
409 7th St.• 345- 7427 
ANITA HILL 
March 22 
apm 
Grand Ballroom 
Tickets on Sale At 
The University Ticket Office 
March 3rd • $3 w/EIU 1.0. 
March 8th • $ 7 General Public 
Limited Seating Available 
For More Information • Call 58 1-5 122 
1111 UNIVERSITY ~!.- 1111 UNIVEASrrY ~~-· 
J OHN COX/Staff Photographer 
Yolanda Williams speaks during the "Media vs. Racial Issues" forum sponsored by 
Phi Beta Sigmafratemity Wednesday night in the Taylor Hall lobby. 
Campus panel discusses racial 
segregation., issues at Eastern 
By BRITI' CARSON 
"Stiff writ.er 
About 60 students attended a panel in 
Taylor Hall Wednesday night to discuss 
issues ranging from racial segregation to 
the media coverage of the O.J. Simpson 
trial. 
The panel, "The Media vs. Racial Issues," 
consisted of Arnold Pul\iam, a member of 
Phi Beta Sigma; Ryaji Hardin-~orde, a~ 
member of the Multi-Cultural Student 
Union; Matthew Manuel, third-place win-
ner of the Black History Month essay con-
test; Yolanda Williams, Miss Black EIU 
1995 and president of the Black Greek 
Council and Chris Seper, editor in chief of 
The Daily Eastern News. 
The panel's main focus was reaction to 
the recent News series "A Separate Peace," 
which examined race issues on campus. 
Several audience members said they 
believed the series blew some problems out 
of proportion, referring specifi.cally_ t? a 
story dealing with blacks an~ ~hites si~tmg 
separately in residence hall dining se~c~s. 
Pulliam said the newspaper "was strrrmg 
up something that's not there. I can take a 
picture of blacks and whites eating togeth-
er." 
Seper defended the story, saying, "Dining 
photos were used as a spring board for 
other, more subtle separation issues." 
Audience members also asked why The 
News waited until Black History Month to 
run a series on racial segregation. Many 
said they think more attention should be 
devoted toward blacks on a daily basis. 
The paper chose February to run the 
series because of the many activities and 
discussions going on as a part of Black 
History Month, Seper said. 
''"'£' 
.IJI very day there 
was something more 
controversial in the 
paper. They need to · 
put something more 
. . . t ad."' positive ins e . , .. ! ·, 
- Ray McElroy 
audience member 
Audience member Ray McElroy suggest-
ed the newspaper focus more on the positive 
things blacks do instead of always empha-
sizing the negative. 
"Every day there was something more 
controversial in the paper," McElroy said. 
"They need to put something more positive 
instead." 
Seper said the paper intends to push for 
more diversified coverage in the future. 
"There is no inclusion. We need to strive for 
that," he said. 
But Manuel said The News addressed the 
issues in the wrong way. The series caused 
"some people to regress instead of progress," 
he said. 
Audience r eaction to the media coverage 
of the ongoing O.J. Simpson trial was 
mixed. Some members said they believed 
Simpson's race was causing the inten~e 
publicity surrounding the case. Others said 
the case is receiving heavy coverage because 
Simpson is a prominent figure in ~oci~ty. 
Simpson is currently on trial m Los 
Angeles for the slayings of his ex~wife 
Nicole Brown Simpson and her friend, 
Ronald Goldman. 
Save Your Mone · For S~fu i~ 
Small $2.99 
"Medium $3.99 
Large $4.99 
XX Large $9.99 
r;---:-:i 
I Breads. ti.cl<s .1 ... Sl.9Q ·.· 
I Chee~tic.l<s l 
L _S3.30_.J 
(~heese Pizza Only) • Toppings 50¢ 
7:00, 10:00 
Dumb and Dumber (PG-13) 
7:15, 9:30 
348-5454 
Grab for power 
Tuition Review Committee 
wary of new IBHE legislation 
By HEIDI KEIBLER A bill sponsored by Rep. 
Student government editor ~e Weaver, R-Ashmore, v.:as 
signed Tuesday by Gov. Jim 
Edgar dissolving the Board of 
Governors and the Board of 
Regents next year and replac-
ing them with individual 
boards for seven of the eight 
universities in the two sys-
t.eJDS. 
Anticipated legislation call-
ing for more power for the 
Illinois Board of Higher E du -
cation did not sit well with 
members of the Tuition Re-
view Committee. 
Committee member Bryan 
Gutraj said Eastern students 
may be forced to swallow un-
necessary tuition bikes if addi~ 
tional control is given to the 
IBHE. Or, he said, the board 
might not call for a tuition 
hike when needed. 
"I think it would result in 
more inadequate tuition 
increases because the IBHE 
would be focusing on in.ore 
schools than just Eastern," he 
said. "With the large number 
of schools they control, I can't 
imagine the IBHE would be 
able to comprehend budget 
requests from each school." 
The legislation, e~ to 
be introduced this week, wQuld 
give the IBHE more power 
over several areas of state UJli-
versiti.es, including tuition and 
fee rates. 
"I would rather have that 
power be in the hands of a 
local board," Gutraj said. 1'hat 
would give Eastern more con-
trol over any (tuition.) hikes 
that do happen." 
Committee Chairman Jason 
Anselment said he thinks a 
local governing board would be 
"more sensitive to student con-
cerns" than the IBHE. 
"I would assume regardless 
of what happens that a local 
board be more focused on our 
particular needs and not the 
needs of the state as a whole," 
he said. "I hope whatever the 
outcome is, th~ students' con-
cerns are not being neglected." 
AD.selment said he hopes 
the BOG wasn't "sacrificed · 
just to have another long arm 
come down on it." 
Joms starts new 
public programs 
By BRIAN liuCHEL everything Eastern is involved 
-'II · inn LJ~..J~ , ,_, r,_1', '\ .l . ' ·~P"US~Sgr .. I ·.• .· . r ; • 
. • • ' ,• •. Jill N'ilSen; spacial b.ssIStant 
Eastern President David to the president, said as long 
Jorns has initiated several as people are willing to attend 
new programs to better learn the forums, she intends to con-
and address the concerns of tinue the program throughout 
the campus community and the summer and fall. 
Charleston residents. A second program, which 
Jorns held his first "town was initiated in January, 
meeting" - one of three infor- allows students; faculty and 
mal forums with stafl: faculty staff to submit opinions by 
and community members - delivering message&: to. Old 
Monday. In the forums, Jorns Main or sending them tbioUgh 
plans to discuss issues of cam- Electronic or campus mail. 
pus concern, such as campus Nilsen said because Joms 
renovations or the restructur- responds to each message per-
ing. and reorganization likely sonally, the program allows 
to occur wi.th the elimination people to see the results. 
of the Board of Governors, "It is important people see 
Eastern's gove;rning body. their suggestion's answer," 
About 30 faculty and staff Jorns said. "So far, it has been 
members attended Monday's very effective." 
forum. Additional forums are "It is a good opportunity for 
scheduled for March 30 and faculty, staff and students to 
April 27. voice their suggestions about 
"The town meetings were the campus," Nilsen saidi 
my idea," Jorns said. "It Jpms has received nearly 
seemed to me that was impor- 100 messages from students, 
tant for the community. I have staff and faculty since the p~ 
done these at other places." gram's beginning. Messages 
Jorns described Monday's have dealt with topics ranging 
forum audience members as from starting CPR classes for 
"responsive", saying they employees to implementing 
asked questions about "almost bicycle patrols for campus. 
LIYE AT TED'S IOlllTE 
"SHRED. MELLOW" Groove of Originals 
"CHERRY VALLANCE" Punk Original 
"j~YME BARNARD QUINTET" Jazz 
20 oz. Draft Ute • $ 1 00 
Straw~rry Dai~uirl, Pina Colada, 
Margarita. fuzzy Navel • $125 
18-19-20 
Year Olds 
Welcome To 
Juice Bar 
Administration 
houldn 't snuff 
t smokers 
Despite the recent vote by students to 
make the campus smoke-free, the admlnlstra-
tton should uphold Its obligation to accom-
modate all students on campus and keep 
,some places as designated smoking areas. 
Students voted 359-300 last week In the 
Student Government 
forial special election in 
favor of a smoke-free 
campus, which would 
pohlblt smoking In all rooms of all university 
bulldlngs except university housing. 
PdGF tD tbe electk>ll. the senate promised 
· atlon~M t~e; 
aiicf.F sert-
............ ... ewMW4'J'ihlrtftel 
=~=~••••' Wlte was by no means a the campuswlde survey 
MMl!llt'er Indicating the majority of stu-
dents and faculty are In favor of a smoke-free 
campus. 
administration should use the results of 
survey and the election to enact strict antl-
lllll*lng regulations In most areas, but should 
allow smoking In designated areas. 
Senate member Jeff Ziich dted concerns 
aver a smoke-free campus, SINfl8 It would be 
..,..., to students Who Uke to smoke while 
Ile Is "very much In favor" 
• •M• campus, answered the con-bJ ltalng: -we doli't allow you to study 
nude or drink jack Daniels while you're 
itudylng either. There are other examples, 
however absurd, that we don't allow you to 
do." 
Whtie smoking Is unhealthy, It ls not unlaw-
and should not be treated as such by the 
university. If left on campus, It would not 
detrimentally affect learning, as would drink-
ing jack Daniels or studying nude. 
Faculty should still be allowed to smoke In 
their offices, and at least one area In the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union should 
!be designated for smoking. 
As president, jorns should consider all the 
students' best Interests and accommodate 
hm accordingly. 
......... action for a lega 
Webster's New World could be on the road to 
Dlctlonaiy describes a I.EGA- cess, 
CY as anything handed down If I get the government' 
from, or as from an ances- backing, the money they'r 
tor.... a.UI! SO many packing, then I can put th 
Now, the question you ask people to the test. 
Is what LEGACY should I plf!decessors I must mention that my 
leave? with their own LEGACIES would be nothl 
The answers that come to without the people's bell 
mind, I believe can be legacies to me, 
achieved, find. " So, I guess my other 
But first I must ponder LEGACY Is to become a le 
those LEGACIES left to us, er for all to see. 
From the hard-fought ---------------- Now, I should be afraid 
right to vote, to blacks boycotting the Montgomeiy because all of the great leaders I've known have 
Bus. been shot, killed or died, 
From King's ciy for civll rights to Malcolm's plea If I don't become as big as them, at least I 
for black pride. I trlecl. 
To all of the men who've died In black-on-black But I am not afraid to take on this task that 
crimes and to all of the mothers, sisters and glrl- have many disappointments In store, 
friends who've cried. I am prepared to be a leader for my generatl 
From the racial protest at Rutgers, to the fight to and not take what this world has to give us any-
get a true depiction of blacks In the Centennial morel 
book, With becoming a leader as my second LEGA 
There are many more LEGACIES to ponder, If I plan to pave the way for many more to follow, 
had the time to look. They wlll be what I want to become, "the 
These are the facts of Ure I use when pondering Leaders of Tomorrow." 
my LEGACY, One last legacy I want to mention, although I' 
Contemplating the good and bad and what kind sure there will be many more, 
of world I want this to be. Is to be remembered as a ~-fearing wom 
We are veiy fortunate to have so many prede- with the key to unlock minds, hearts and doors. 
cessors with their own LEGACIES to flnd, My legacies are food for thought, they're slm 
I am creating a three-point plan of action to as the air we breathe, 
reclaim lost souls with this LEGACY of mine. These are just some things I contemplate 
First, I want a first-rate education for all to attain, deciding what LEGACY should I leave? 
I want to make sure that everyone Is functioning 
with more than just crack on their brains. - Evette Pearson finished first In the Blade 
With a good education as my first LEGACY. I History Month essay contest. 
Columnist changed 
mind about role of 
resident assistants 
Dear editor: 
We would like to point out 
how drastlcally the opinions 
expressed In Elizabeth Ralchle's 
column on Feb. 24 have changa:t-
stnce last year. Perhaps had Mf . 
Ralchle received a resident assis-
tant position a the time she inter-
viewed, she might better under-
stand the purpose they serve In 
the residence halls. We feel that 
the job of resident assistant Is to 
ensure the comfort of eveiyone 
on the floor. To do this, of course, 
rules have to enforced, but there 
are so many other aspects of the 
• position that were convenlently 
overlooked In Ms. Ralchle's col-
umn. Without a resident assis-
tant, who would serve as a 
touchstone between the resident 
and the housing office? Who 
would be there to help new stu-
dents make a smooth transition 
on a new campus? Who would 
be there to llsten to students who 
are having a difficult time adjust-
ing to the college experience, the 
absence of the RA position would 
have a negative effect on resi-
dence hall life. Unfortunately 
from time to time you may run 
across an RA who enforces the 
rules a bit enthuslastlcally. Please 
do not let these occurrences 
reflect on all resident assistants 
and graduate assistants across 
campus. 
MepanDuffy 
NoraStroas 
Smoker disagrees 
with new campus 
smoking proposals 
Dear editor: • 
1hough nothing can bring bade 
the hour 
Of splendour In the grass, of 
glory In the flower: 
We will grieve not, rather llnd 
Strength In what remains behind; 
- WllllMJ Won:l.sworth 
•All campuses are slowly turn-
ing smoke free,• said an upper-
level member of the administra-
tion a few years ago. Eastern Is 
appr~lng "*·'*Mt.bll.t. 
many. First, back In the late 
1980s, universities swept the 
nation with smoke-free pollcles. 
In the early 1990s, junior colleges 
across the nation were turning 
-smoke free. Earlier this year, the 
Eva Bra"911 School of Cosmetology 
t(lrfted 'smoke free. Flnally, the 
supernova of universities, our 
Eastern, shines among the rather 
dim galaxies of a trend-setting 
higher education (paraphrasing 
James Mellaart), and Is turning 
smoke-free. Alas, one last dick 
on the turnstile of wellness-
based, big-brother-over-the-
shoulder, customer-oriented uni-
versities. 
Considering myself a victim of 
pollcy would be far too easy. I, 
like other smokers, have the out-
doors to Inhale the fire tamed at 
our fingertips. I will adapt, Impro-
vise and overcome the hurdle 
before me. 
On the coming day of reckon-
ing, the day where no-smoking 
slngsmen are working overtime, I 
will enjoy my cigarette. As I 
slowly Inhale, waiting ror my 
next class to begin, smoking the 
tobacco all the way down to the 
filter, then Hick.Ing the one-Inch 
spongy mass down to the 
ground, I will proclaim to Eastern 
and eveiyone In higher educa-
tion: "Kiss my butt.• 
Alec Nevalalnen 
UB chairman didn't 
have students' best 
interests at heart 
Dear editor: 
I am writing this letter In 
response to Keith Llpke's com-
ments In the Feb. 23 Issue of The 
Dally Eastern News. First of all, I 
cannot belleve the University 
Board chairman has to pay 
admission to campus events. 
Doesn't he get any benefits rrom 
his position, or Is the title UB 
Chairman just a title they throw 
around? 
The students have spoken, and 
I think It Is about time we were 
llstened ~o .• 
,flrst...the.fee lncreue to ..a.a 
statue of one of Eastern' s ro 
presidents was denied, and n 
a $4.50 Increase In fees tofu 
the Apportionment Board Is 
rejected. 
When will the Student Sena 
reallze that students are fed u 
with paying more money for I 
services at Eastern? 
Back to "Chairman" Lipke. I 
the article on the front page 
the Feb. 23 Issue, Chairman LI 
said "But I'm upset at the fact 
that myself and other studen 
have to pay to go to events." 
only response I could come u 
with Is: I would be upset If I 
to pay ror other students to. 
events that I may or may not 
want to or be able to attend. I 
students were so concerned 
about paying admission to uni 
verslty events, the fee Iner · 
bill would have passed In a h 
beat. 
But Instead, students saw 
Increase as another way l'or 
ern to mllk more money out 
poor student body. 
In closing, I would llke to 
address the chairman, If I 
Chairman Lipke, your com 
were selfish and unthoughtful 
Was the fee Increase bill just 
way for you and your friends 
get Into the university functl 
free, or did your really have 
students' best Interest at 
Think about It. 
The Dally Eastern News 
encourages letters to the 
concern!°' any local, state, 
national or International I 
Letters should be less 
350 words. For the letter to 
printed, the name ·of the 
In addition to the author's 
address and telephone num 
must be Included. If n1eoesso11 
letters will be edited accor 
length and space at the d 
tlon of the edltorlal pase-ed 
or editor In chief. 
Anonymous letters ·w111 
printed. 
If a letter has more than 
a~rs. only the names of 
• ftrif 'ftlree .Wiii be 'P~- , 
eneration must face the issues We must a~dress 
our own legacies peltod of transition, a period d cultural of political correctness. "Generation 
been labeled, has become one of the 
Mn:UJS In the world. The young men and 
and daughters of the drug-plagued 
ofsodety, have only one place to tum •.. 
lllh!!nM11e segregation between blacks and 
longer surfaced, but rather hidden deep 
... too many of us. This unfortunate drcum-
only weakened our society, but also the 
trait which we ALL cherish •.• this thing 
die above our constraints and extend the 
to other races, the opposite gender 
All of this lnftghting only limits the 
9fll'M!l'Cltlon. It Is time to take a stand and 
lilellngs reign. Generation x Is about "going 
.... and accepting responslblllty for doing 
It Is c:llftlcult, It Is what we need. It Is ludl-
thlt ~ has the charisma to accept 
but astonishing to fathom the outcome If 
to do this together. 
Eric 
Stanton 
"It is time to rise 
above our constraints 
and extend the hand 
of fellowship t.o other 
races, the opposite 
gender and lwmosex-
uals." 
"Ufe Is like a box d chcxolates -you never know what 
you're gonna get," Forrest Gump once said. The reality of 
this Is that the chocolate Is not going tO jump out of the 
box, we must first "take that chance." Segregation and 
discrimination are controllable variable5 in the world 
today. We have the ability to put an end to It all. But If 
we fail to put our wholehearted effort Into It, these prob-
lems will remain with us until the next generation comes 
along. At that point, we can only hope that they will be 
the ones to realize that It Is really not all that difllcult to 
associate with others that are a bit different than us. 
The opportunity to leave only comes without fear and 
preservation. We are one generation with the ability to 
affect many to come. Radsm, homosexuality and sexism 
are major facets d life, as we know It today. We c.an sit 
around and talk about the wall which divide us, or we 
stand up and overcome them. 
- Eric Stanton Rnlshed second In the Black Hlstoty 
Month essay contest. 
What legacy should be left? 
This is a vesy Interesting ques-
tion. To look toward the future 
you must look back at the past. 
We must see what was left for 
us and those who came before 
us. We, as black people, must 
realize our glorious past to 
establish a concrete future. 
Black people are the oldest 
race known to walk the earth. 
The African was the first to Matthew 
have civlllzatlon. In fact, the Manuel 
black man gave clvlllzatlon to 
the unclvlllzed. When the Europeans were In the 
Caucus Mountains nude and down on all rows, the 
black man was educated and dressed In the ftnest d 
silks. While the European was grunting and having sex 
with animals, the black man was learning and setting 
up a system of knowledge that would conquer the 
world. Don't be dismayed by the words I say, they_ 
simply the truth. This ts not to say that the black '1'lll'l 11 
superior, but that he was educate:f and that the blldr. 
man was an educator to many, including the 
European. This black man was strong and ec:lucatl!d. 
For God's sake he built the pyramids. The legacy that 
the black man left was supposed to last a llfetJrne. But 
It didn't. 
Years after this man was gone, his sons wene 
shipped Into slavely. This was earthshaking to see '* 
enslaved sons. It was the Europeans who the blKk 
man helped dvlllze. Can you believe It? I mmn (Iba 
black man) taught people language, how to t.ae .. 
How S+uk.n+ &.0~11Nilt WtlU lei Jis;,,. 
i,r:\~ ~tlo+ \~ i+ t:ou.IJ .•. 
and how to live amongst each other. It 'Wa5 w 
d a shock to Ind out who MJped sel ~ black 
Into slavely. They W1e1e his own l>n*m, 
greed. While In ~the blade. m1D tock GR1.a•9111i.1 
matlon. No kJnaer''19 .. blll.*-.-----
.S...,.t-.,.t 
°'v lec111W-eltdiM 
.. ~~~=-.. m-.., .... l .... liiilL 
This R!fbrrnatlon was Vf!1Y mudf menta. VDU 1ee, 
European took extreme steps Into making a slave. 
Rrst, they took away your cUture and n!!Bgian. 1twir 
changed the named the Afrtcans to ~
names. Then, the most lethal lnjedlon, they tll:dt IMllllJ 
the original language d the Aftlcan, separating bbl 
~0 In~--"'~ 
/ -f'll!Mci~ - Wttl"~ 
J-iso '"'-'l'Ase. 
-ht ~~fee.s 
completely away from his original homeland. 
this, the European beat the manhocxl out d .. 
Turned against himself and everyone else, he 
hated his own black woman, the woman who 
with him during trials and trlbulatfons. the wanan wt. 
laved him, but whom he loved no more. This 1esaq 
was grim. 
The sons d slaves were freed and ftourished with 
greatness. The neiw black man regained the name ol 
e legacy lies within the family 
people like Malcolm, .Martin and Huey. Gone wet9 the 
~ d being a slave, come did the ~ d being a 
man again. There was still the problem d self-hatred, I 
mean hating yourself because you're black. We sdll 
had to teach ourselves to become men again. We had 
teachers who showed us our black selves and made w 
proud of It. We stood In the '60s together to fight for 
what was right. There was still some animosity felt 
between some blacks. This stemmed from the days d 
the feud between the house slave and the Reid sliM!. 
The house slave was content with slavely, but the ftlllit 
slave desired his freedom. This was the case sttll. 
Some blades believe there should be drastic chanp 
and others were ca tte1t. -But, llOlaetheles, the lesaq 
d this black man was on the rise. 
family jewels, the mansion or a trust fund would 
to leave for our African American brothers 
rs. However, that's not the most Important 
can give that will be useful In today's society. 
Isn't any worldly treasure available that wlll 
young African Americans more respect, respon-
or reverence than the gift of our rich family val-
Although a legacy could be a gift of money or 
left In a wlll, It Is my choice to apply the 
that It could be anything handed down from 
mc:iestior, such as family values. 
iack d a complete family has been an ulcer to 
throughout time. It seems as though every-
15 OK when you are sheltered and protected by 
bvlng parents. This Is what our youth has missed 
bas had replaced with society as their dlctatlve 
In the form of stories, books, letters or any 
, woe should leave the Incentive to regain the 
that comes first from home. It Is up to us to 
hold of our young people and give them the 
that has been lost In other generations. They 
to know that respectJn the family environment Is 
tlrst exchange of It (respect). Here and now young 
do not treat elders as elders, but they want It In 
Vanessa 
Johnson 
"'The legacy of fami-
ly values has been 
lost along the way 
which is a basic 
cause for havoc in 
the African Amer-
ican world." And, now we come to the current times. If our 
ancestors muld see us now they would turn CNS In 
their graves twice. We have managed to do what slav-
also reverence. A young person tends to look up to ery and oppression couldn't. Somehow we were 
their parents for guidance, love and strength. We need turned 18> degrees from where we were headed. Wit 
to let all African Americans know that the downfall of always still t1y and blame the European for these a.-
the youth Is because they have not one to look up at rent problems, but the truth, right now Is that Ifs Cll 
whlle their on their backs. Father ftgures are few and us. They are to blame for putting us In this sltuadcn. 
the list of role models In society has become shorter. In but we are to blame for staying there. But ow•..-
a family surrounding chlldren are taught to look up to Isn't tDtaUy our fault We are starUng to rise aam. 
their parents ftrst and foremost which uplifts the c.om- are as the sphinx suggests: The sleeping Ion thllt19 
munlty a little more. awakm. In time we will be the ruler d this dvlllDlllaa 
The legacy d family values has been lost along the apn. Not saying that we are going to Just g.t rid 
way which Is a basic cause for havoc In the Aft1can everyone, but we will bdng a just reign. The ..., 
We should leave the teachings d family responslblll- American world. What better way can we restructure that should be left Is one d power. We must empot• 
to create a better community. Children need to learn the lives of our children than throush the strong values ourselw!s to get an education and then educate olhl-. 
and over again that In their youth It Is their )ob to d family unity and growth. By lnstllllng these precious We will leave this legacy because we must. We, • 
well In school and that they will be held account- jewels In our old and young African American brothers black people, ha\ie shown whirl the d1lp5 ared!Mft 
for this. The thought that everyday at school Is and 51*'5 we can bring together better IM!s In many we're at our best. This wasn't a .lealef w ~ ~ 
gain for eternity needs to be reinforced and who mansions for future generations without trust bKls. fer Europeans or whites but lbr Afi1CanS or bllcks. 
do that better than a parent or family member. I'm This Is the legacy we should leave. 
that the home environment has something to do - Matthew Manuel finished third In the ad 
the dropout rate. . - Vanessa Johnson rec:elved honorable mention In HlstDly MDnth &s4Y Canest. 
These-~~~·~ ~~-.~·.should·~~·. -;~·~HJstoty Montll&sayC".ameR. . ... ~ .. v ··~ ..... ~mmmm~m:!!IS~~m!lQ~~•mmL.J 
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·--------cal telephone company 
1 ...... ay enter cable market 
By ERIC BECKER 
Staff Willer 
Consolidated Communi-
cations Inc., a local telephone 
company, may enter Charles-
ton's cable market after a 
recent purchase of a Spring-
field-based cable-television 
coll)pany, a CCI spokesman 
said Wednesday. 
CCI completed the purchase 
of Greene County Partners 
Inc., which serves 7 ,100 sub-
scribers in Greenville and sur-
rounding Springfield towns, 
Feb. 23. 
Financial terms of the deal 
were not disclosed. 
CCI spokesman Peter Barr 
said state regulations to be set 
in April will determine wheth-
er the company can also pur-
chase cable services closer to 
the Charleston area. 
"It's an option open to us," 
Barr said. "It depends on the 
authorization of state regula-
tions to offer se:rvice within the 
telephone-company office 
area." 
The state will decide by 
April on specific regulations 
and.rules for telephone compa-
nies that are adding cable 
options. 
CCI and Ameritech filed a 
lawsuit last summer to over-
turn a federal law that prohib-
ited local telephone companies 
from owning cable television 
companies. 
A federal judge ruled in 
October that the statute vi~ 
lated telephone companies' 
free speech rights, a ruling 
which will allow telephone 
companies to enter the cable 
market after April. 
Barr said he can't speculate 
on whether CCI will be in 
direct competition with Tele-
Communications Inc., the local 
cable-television company in 
Charleston, until the state reg-
ulations are handed down next 
month. 
"It depends on getting the 
go-ahead to offer within the 
service area," Barr said. "We 
won't know (if there will be 
competition) until we get the 
authorization." 
Barr said he expects to 
know for certain about auth~ 
rization by mid-April. After 
that time, he said, CCI can 
begin working on its own cable 
system. 
The purchase did not create 
any new jobs in the area. 
"We don't have any immedi-
ate need for expansion, so we 
don't anticipate new jobs," he 
said. 
Help needed at Lincoln cabin 
By THERESA. GAVLIN help with other duties. The training sessions 
Sla11 writer will be held on Tuesday nights and continue 
through the end of May. 
Volunteers are being sought to work at "It's just a way of interpreting life in the 
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site for the 1840s," said Tom Vance, superintendent of the 
1995 tourist season. site and a coordinator for the volunteer pro-
Tmining sessions are scheduled to begin at 7 gram. 
p.m. Tuesday at the site's Harris Educational Lincoln Log Cabin, administered by the 
Center, eight miles south of Charleston. Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, is the site 
Staff and previous volunteers will inform where Abraham Lincoln's father and stepmoth-
prospective volunteers about job descriptions er last resided. 
and responsibilities at the first informational The "volunteer pioneer" program was started 
meeting. in 1981 to get people involved with historical 
During the 10 weekly sessions, volunteers activities at Lincoln Log Cabin. 
Itt4l)f~t1-H>;o .1.~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~.f the si~'s· V:S\l~ .~ ~,A~nrlance for the traininiz ses-~~Jfri1:!ti'1ih~liUWy~~~ hoit>Hf'· ·~~is'i~ ~1'i!e~m~-sani~ as *,lli~~~~i/. 
' r.,. ~.,- :> ·t " , ..t .. 1, .,. ,, .. .,. ,, •. · '3Ct• . .A:' ~r:to•:t1 . •rrt r(t rrnt;I ·•,fl"I -.11• 11:> 
iTCO>IID& W)l 
Free Blues 
Sho"' 
Kieth Hardin & 
Dawna Nelson 
Shour S1:arts 
a1: 9:30 
iT@m:ni®trrr®\IDY 
Free Jazz 
Sh our 
6-9pm 
~9 Van Buren 345-238 0 
Kelly Dillon 
HAPPY 21sr 
Love your 
Roommates 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
. DOZEN RED ROSES 
$19.95 WRAPPED 
$24.95 VASED 
1335 MONROE 345·3919 
Drink Specials 
$1.00 16 oz. Red Dog Drafts 
U.25 large Strawbeny Daiquiris ~Margaritas 
free soil drink refiD during lunch and ~nner 
, 
~ 
TheDa 
Eastern Illinois Students 
Present Your Eastern Illinois 
Univ. I.D. card and get your 
second set of prints for only 
$~®® 1 Hour Photo 
WALMART SUPERCENTER 
Mattoon. IL (21 7) 235-6773 
Thursday at 
~arty's 
~~~e~!All Beef Gyros 
w/Marty's Fries $299 
$1 50 Bottles 
Tonite: 
Marty's own Smothered Fries 
Crisp Fries topped w/ cbeese, bacon & sour cream ... 1111!. 
~111 ... {O~ 
Weekend Bus Service 
from EIU to Chicago Suburbs 
S.Mr .... u.• , .. , .. , .. 
b~'" ~ u.r•-ut•J' - (lJ - ·(lJ •- <D 
•• .... 1i. · - ..... . , -~ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.,. 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
"" .. 
EUIC...-llUl'TOell 2:GO,. 2:00 ... 2:00,. 
u .. 1.- 3:0i ... 3:111 ... 3:05 .. 
U Oii I • AMlolw ~ 3:10,. 1:10 .. 3:1011111 
llATTuofll HoulMY INH 5:15Jlll ! 
' CMlcAoo ...,_ tlat.L 1;45"9 ! ! 
~ ....... 1:00'111 j 
WoOON&.O MALL 9:3111M j 
°"'°"""""" ....... 
.. .... 
NolilTH9MM>a COUllT l :MN 
!W'Htl•u: f ,., ,., ,., 
O..u•• OW.a.u-
- a> - a> - (i) 
--.eouo.. 5:20 .... 
OLD 0M:HARD Mow. 5:40 ... 
w_.....a1.w. ! 5:30N 
o..- ...... 1:11 ... 
C-:aoo RIDor llAU. 1;21,,., 
llATIDOM Hol..DA' INN 7:05"9 
UOf'I ·~ 1:00 ... 1:00 ... ~oo ... 
U OF 1- AM9o1rt ~ 9:05,. l::Olll'M 1:05N 
EltJI~ 10:05"' 10:05Plll 10:05N 
Tickets &: Information 
University Union Box Office 
(217) 581-5122 
; i 
1 n..---..-~F.-r_,......,._. ....... , .......... _.. _ _,_ ________ ...,__,,...,... ....... _,.._..., 
......,,... 111 ,_ .. ._ ... __,111i..._ toio1taui1••~,,... ,,.,.._ ~.._... ...... 
Joi Psi ht l iiPnf r P s e n is 
n Juan in Hell 
MaPch 3 & 4 • 8 p.m. 
on the Main Sfaqe Doudna fine Arts Center 
*f eolurinq David J orns, J err4 Eisenhour, 
J eon W olski, & Jomes Pierson r:fl.n 
Direded b4 Marjorie A. Duehmiq L:LL!J 
$8 Adults 
$6 Seniors, Children, 
EIU Faculty/Staff 
$350 EIU Students 
limited Seating l 
Call 581-3110 to O.Jer 
Your Tic~ef s TcJi4 !
Patrons with special seating needs are requested to provide 
advance notification at (217) 581 -3110. 
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dget prosoping to keep 
e Medicaid provider tax 
Republicans hunt 
for winning vote 
GFIELD (AP) - Gov. 
ar served up a $33 
state budget 
''fT' y that barely dents s financial mess and 
es more money for 
despite breaking a 
pledge on how to 
.,L he schoolchildren are cheated 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Delaying a showdown once 
again, Republicans labored 
Wednesday to find the single, 
elusive vote needed t.o rescue 
the balanced-budget amend-
ment. 
Republican Party," said 
Hatfield, who chairs the 
Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee, the panel that would 
have to make the budget cuts 
if the amendment becomes 
part of the Constitution. 
again." 
Democratic Clinton adminis-
tration for delaying approval 
of a cost-saving plan to help 
tame it. 
"To put it plainly, we are 
fed up," Edgar said. 
While Edgar added $294 
million more into education, 
Democrats seized on his 
retreat from a campaign 
pledge t.o give schools 36 per-
cent of the state's general rev-
enue funds. 
Edgar's education prop>sal 
would provide grade school, 
high school and universities 
only 35.1 percent - $137 mil-
lion short of the 36-percent 
"guarantee" he made in May. 
"The schoolchildren are 
cheated again," said Senate 
- Emil Jones, D-Chicago. 
Senate Minority Leader 
Minority Leader Emil Jones, 
D-Chicago. 
In a press briefing, Edgar 
admitted he wished he hadn't 
made the 36-percent pledge 
and signaled it would be 
tough to meet in future years. 
But he maintained the 
$294 million for schools -
boosting schools more than 5 
percent t.o $5.7 billion - puts 
him well on his way toward 
meeting a campaign prop>sal 
to give education $1 billion 
more over his four-year term. 
Edgar said he plans to 
have a task force study fund-
ing alternatives for education 
because of concerns raised for 
years about the heavy relian-
ce on property taxes. 
Majority Leader Bob Dole 
said he might revive the 
issue at the height of the 
1996 election season if it fails 
this time around. 
"This is no time for re-
treat," Dole, R-Kan., said as 
the GOP bargained privately 
with a small group of waver-
ing Democrats who were 
demanding protection for 
Social Security trust funds. 
Sen. Mark Hatfield of 
Oregon remained the sole 
GOP holdout despite calls 
from close relatives, Oregon 
legislative leaders and party 
activists as well as a visit 
from Haley Barbour, his 
party's national chairman. 
"He -said a balanced:-bud-
get amendment is a must 
piece of legislation for the 
The amendment stands at 
the core of the Republican 
drive t.o rein in government. 
The House approved a simi-
lar amendment, 300-132, 
late in January, the first big 
vict.ory of the GOPs conser-
vative "Contract With Amer-
ica." 
The measure would rquire 
a balanced budget by 2002, 
and demand a three-fifths 
vote of both houses to permit 
deficit spending thereafter. 
Republicans say it will 
imp>se the discipline neces-
sary to st.op the run-up in the 
federal debt, now approach-
ing $5 trillion. Some Demo-
crats say it will lead to dev-
astating cuts in social pro-
grams, while others are more 
sympathetic t.o the proposal. 
·nhead brothers arrested in parent's killing 
rDJJ~ELPHIA (AP) - Two skin-
brothers accused of killing their 
ts and younger brother were 
Wednesday in Michigan, 500 
from the murder scene. 
Freeman, 17, and his 15-year-
brother, David, were arrested in 
after eluding authorities for a 
FBI Agent John Narvaez said. 
ey are accused of stabbing and 
fpcmiI' ig their parents and 11-year-
ther, Eric, in Salisbury Town-
near Allentown, then fleeing with 
gauge shotgun in the family car on 
Sunday night or Monday morning. The 
victims were discovered Monday by an 
aunt who went t.o check on them, wor-
ried about the repeated death threats 
the boys had made, p>lice said. 
The brothers constantly challenged 
the authority of their Jehovah's 
Witness parents - smoking in their 
driveway, collecting Nazi parapherna-
lia, tattooing Nazi slogans on their fore-
heads, p>lice said. 
The brothers are an imp>Sing sight. 
David stands 6-foot-3, weighs 245 
pounds and has "Sieg Heil!" etched 
above his eyebrows. 
Bryan, who has "Berserker" tattooed 
on his forehead, is 6 feet and weighs 
215 p>unds. 
Police issued arrest warrants Tues-
. day charging each brother with three 
murder counts, and issued an all-p>ints 
bulletill aj9ng th~ ~~t Cq~j;. Allen~ 
town District Attorney Robert Stein-
berg said the brothers had talked with 
acquaintances about going t.o Florida. 
Dennis Freeman, 54, and Eric were 
ambushed in bed. Brenda Freeman, 48, 
was attacked downstairs near the boys' 
bedrooms. 
Two knives and other weapons 
believed t.o have been used in the mur-
ders were found in the home, Steinberg 
said. He did not elaborate. 
The couple had sought help t.o con-
trol their sons through the Anti-
Defam~tiop Leagtie ,of :s··NaLBrita: 
which monit.ors hate groups; Toughlove 
International, a Doylest.own-based self. 
help agency for parents with problem 
children, and the Pennsylvania Human 
Relations Commission, among others, 
Steinberg said. 
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Thursday, March 2, 1995 
Somalia warlord takes over 
airfield, chases away looters 
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) 
- Warlord Mohamed Farrah 
Aidid's militiamen swept into 
the Mogadishu airport Wed-
nesday, chasing away packs of 
looters and filling the void left 
by a retreating U.N. mission. 
else remained. 
American and Italian troops 
watched from the nearby 
dunes while the militiamen 
loyal to Aidid, who once carried 
a $25,000 U.N. price on his 
head, roared through the air-
port gates in stripped-down 
trucks and jeeps mounted with 
heavy weapons. 
spokesman Lt. Col. Jerry 
Broeckert. The grenade explod-
ed over the Indian Ocean be-
hind the Marines. 
American and Italians 
troops protecting the with-
drawal of Pakistani peacekeep-
ers nervously watched the loot-
ing. Rifle shots rang out, most 
fired by militiamen as they 
shooed away looters. 
The sprawling seaside air-
field looked like a hurricane hit 
it after the looters, a motley 
collection that was mostly 
young and female Somalis, 
many in long red skirts, fin-
ished carting off the remains. 
U.S. and Italian forces also 
fired numerous warning shots 
to keep Somalis from trying to 
breach the razor wire between 
them. Empty wooden pallets seem-
ed particularly in demand, per-
haps as construction material 
in this dirt-poor country. 
Leftover pieces of lumber and 
discarded cabinets were also 
scooped up. 
A Marine sniper shot and 
killed a Somali gunman who 
fired a rocket-propelled gren-
ade at Marines during a fire-
fight between two Somali fac-
tions, said U.S. military 
After the last U.N. peace-
keepers left the airstrip in the 
morning, hundreds of .looters 
swarml;!d over walls and barb-
ed-wire fences to pick over 
wooden pallets and what little 
Children offered money to read 
WASHINGTON (AP) - At an inner-city 
school so poor its leaky roof has damaged the 
few books in the library, House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich urged children to read Wednesday by 
promising them $2 for every book they finish. 
Handing out hundreds of new books donated 
by a private charity, the speaker told children at 
Lucy Ellen Moten Elementary he wants them 
· "t.o grow up and make a good living, so you can 
come back and do good things for this school. 
"But to do that, you have to be able to read," 
Gingrich told the kids. 
The youngsters - who live just outside the 
shadow of the Capitol but in a neighborhood so 
crime-ridden many fear walking to the local 
library-clapped at his words. 
Erick Turner, 12, says he often reads in 
sehool.-Butrh.,~~~ gtjp i~:.\J awfiill)' 
liard ;tcJ-ftrld•him:'at.homfl .w:i.th, a.~ "Ju~ 
tired of reading, I guess," the boy said. 
The $2 incentive could change his mind. "I'll 
try it. Sure I will. I want the money." Teachers at 
the school were all for trying, too. "You\re got to 
get the kids motivated, that's the thing," said 
teacher Carolyn Dallas. Any money is welcome 
to teachers who sometimes feel "we're the first 
ones to get our money cut." 
Education Secretary Richard Riley said this 
week that although he supports Gingrich's read-
ing program, private charity should only "sup-
plement" the money the government sends to 
schools, and not replace it. 
A group of Democrats who ate lunch with 
children at Moten just hours before Gingrich 
arrived, accused the speaker of hypocrisy, saying 
he was giving children books with one hand 
-yvJlile cu~ the money available to their school 
wiili the ~f'het. 
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Warbler '95 
Group Photos 
Costs for Student Groups** 
1/6 page*- $35 
We will come to you before or 
after your group's meeting. 
Warbler photographers will be 
taking Group Portraits from 
· now until March. 3rd. 
Mon., Wed., Fri., 5-9pm · 
Tues., Thurs., 1-7pm 
Sat. lOa111-2pm 
1/3 page* - $55 
1 /2 page - $75 
2/3 page - $100 
Full page - $150 
**Prices for Faculty Groups are slightly higher. 
For more info, call Student Publications at 2812. 
Come by Student Publications Office in Buzzard 
Building, Rm. 127 to make an appointment 
and pay for photo session. 
anthers victorious in finale 
by only two points at halftime, 
tern men's basketball team 
out on a 16-2 run to begin the 
half en rout.a to an 87-81 Mid-
t Conference win over the 
St.at.a Penguins. 
tbe ~the Panthers end the 
llB80ll with a 16-12 overall and 
eonference mark. Youngstown 
to 17-9and10.S with the loss. 
Panthers, who are the sixth seed-
in the Mid-Con's postseason 
pm11mu, will travel to Buffalo, N.Y. 
on the third seeded Bulls on 
Despite win, Eastern to face 
Buffalo in first round of tourney 
Then the Panthers start.ed to make 
their run. 
Guard Johnny Moore made a 10-fuot.. 
er and was fouled. After Moore converted 
the free throw, he canned a three befOre 
Louis Jordan also connecUld from three-
point land to cut the Younpt.own lead to 
32-28. 
Friday at 7 p.m. Eastern time. 
Although both t.eams seemed to be 
trading buckets early on, the Penguins 
slowly pulled out to the early lead. 
The Penguins start.eel the game with 
soores on their first Biz poueuions, and 
after an 18-foot score by guard Andre 
Smith, Youngstown owned a 19-10 
adv ant.age. 
East.em closed the gap to 24-19 with a 
three-pointer by Derrick Landrus, but 
the Penguins increased their lead to 10, 
29-19, with 8:46 left in the hal£ 
Eastern head coach Rick Samuels 
assured hie team that although 
Youngstown was practically draining 
every shot, their luck would have to run 
out eventually. 
"We told our players to hang in there," 
Samuels said in a poet-game radio inter-
view on WEIU. "We were not going to 
wilt in this game." 
After starting the second half down 
41-39, the Panthers began an offensive 
tear that would end up making the dif-
ference in the game. 
A 12-foot.er by Moore enabled Eastern 
to take a 43-41 lead - their first of the 
game. Moore then drained a three and 
t See PANTHERS PQ(Je 5B 
Ho1ne 
court: 
Denied 
Loss sends Lady 
Panthers to Valpo 
., Tiil 8ROZENl!lC 
Staff wnter 
Youngstown Stat.a shot down the Lady 
Panthers' goal of hosting a first-round Mid-
Continent Conference tournament game 
like a clay target in a weedy meadow last 
night by the score of 73-58. 
Eastern, which could have earned one 
more chance to play in Lantz Gym this 
year with a victory, ended its conference 
season in fifth place with its overall record 
falling to 15-11 (10-8 in the Mid-Con). 
Nicky Polka, named second-team all-
conference on Tuesday, led East.em with 
14 points and five assists. Mid-Con 
Newcomer of the Year Barbora Garbova 
finished with 12 points, and Allison Lee 
grabbed a team-high 10 rebounds. 
Liz Hauger's 19 point.a and six assists 
paced Youngstown's squad, which had 
three others score in double figures. 
Caroline McComes chipped in 17, Kristi 
Echelberry notched 16 plus 10 rebounds 
and Shelly Allen borrowed 12 more points 
from the Lady Panthers. (At press time, 
East.em wasn't sure when Allen was going 
to give them back). 
In a postgame radio int.erview on WEIU, 
coach John Klein analyzed the game as 
much bigger than jWjt a loss, instead using 
it to show just where he thinks East.em is 
as a team right now. 
"We're a basketball team that was 
picked to finish eighth in the conference," 
he said. "The team came out and finished 
in fifth. That's nice and everything, but 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~ when we had to play at Bu~lo and 
weather has postponed the staJt 
's baseball season yet again. 
Panthers were supposed to~ a 
Ublel:iead1er agajnst Indiana Stat.a yes.. 
in Terre Haute, Ind., but the dra-
drop in temperature aver the past 
bas caused the games to be poet-
that it was bett.er not to ~ in the cold 
weather. 
"I'he wind chill there was supposed to 
be 18 (degrees), so we decided not to 
plq,' Schmitz said. 
The Sycamores and Panthers were 
also rained out an Tuesday in Charleston 
in what would have been the season 
opener far both teams. 
Schmitz said the games have been 
rescheduled far later in the seascm. 
Eastern will host Indiana State on 
Mar. 23 at 2 p.m. at Monier Field. On 
May 9, the Panthers will travel to Turre 
Haute fur a 6:30 p.m. game to complete 
the doubleheader. 
Schmitz said the team still plans to 
travel to Murray, Kent. this weekend fur 
a doubleheader against Murray State. 
Schmitz said he does not think it will be 
as cold in Ken~ as it is in Charleston. 
"We're going down further aouth so I 
feel pretty good about that,'" Schmitz 
said. 
Youngst.own, we failed to win. We've hit a 
wall" 
As a result of the loss, East.em will open 
the Mid-Con Tournament Saturday night 
at 7 p.m. against Valparaiso, the fourth-
place finisher whom the Lady Panthers 
have already beat.en twice this season. 
With a win at Valpo, Eastern would 
travel to face West.em Illinois on Monday 
night. Not to look too far ahead, but 
East.em beat Western in Macomb earlier 
this season. 
The Mid-Con Tournament finals will be 
held next Wednesday night, with the tour-
nament clWnpion receiving an automatic 
bid to the women's NCAA Toumament. 
• From Page lB 
great.er than that for Schmitz, 
Eastem's new baseball skip-
per. A former pitching coach 
at Ole Miss and former head 
coach at Cincinnati, the 37-
year-old has moved into a 
head job much smaller than 
he is accustomed to. 
"For me, the biggest adjust-
ment has been going from a 
four-man staff (at Mississippi) 
to basically just myself," 
Schmitz said. "Coming from 
the Southeastern Conference 
as No. 1 or No. 2 in the coun-
try, it's been different." 
As a coach in a new situa-
tion, Schmitz still sees the 
importance of tradition in a 
place that he knows little 
about. 
"We look at this as building 
a program," Schmitz says. 
"There is a rich baseball tradi-
tion here, and we want to get 
that support for baseball back 
again, through alumni con-
tacts and things like that -
not for money, but just to get 
people interested again." 
Dipping into the past to 
build for the future is what 
Schmitz hopes to be his tick.et 
to success. But the prospects 
of Eastem's pending confer-
ence affiliation is even more 
appealing to him. 
"I'm excited in maybe join-
ing the Ohio Valley," he said. 
"I don't know if any coaches 
are happy to be in the Mid-
Continent, and that would put 
us in a good baseball confer-
ence. I've looked at the possi-
bilities of a new stadium down 
the road, and with the OVC, 
that would take baseball to 
another level here." 
But Schmitz still remem-
bers that the rebuilding 
process can sometimes be an 
arduous one, especially when 
he has new bosses to perform 
for. 
"My first goal is to have a 
good year," Schmitz said. "We 
can't neglect this year's team 
just to look to next year and 
down the road. Since early on 
in coaching, I've tried to win 
the respect of my players, and 
if they feel we're very thorough 
in coaching, then my evalua-
tion comes from the best." 
New place, new job 
Unlike Schmitz, Kramarski 
is midway through her first 
year of coaching on any level. 
The 25-year-old tennis coach 
did some private instruction 
after her graduation from 
Pennsylvania's Robert Morris 
College in 1992 before accept-
Starting at 
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Panama Also 
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Amy at 345-2986 
ing the head job for both the 
men's and women's squads in 
late August. 
"This is the opportunity I've 
been looking for," Kramarski 
said. "!Ve been playing tennis 
since I was 10 years old, and it 
was something I wanted to do 
for a long time. 
It was a change for Kra-
marski coming to central Illi-
nois after a life out east, but 
nothing she couldn't handle. 
"I grew up in a small town a 
lot like Charleston (Scottdale, 
Penn.) - it was very similar, 
just not as many com.fields," 
she said. "Everyone has been 
very helpful to me and very 
welcoming, so I'm very fortu-
nate." 
Kramarski is only three 
years removed from her own 
college playing days, but sees 
a different side of the game in 
coaching. 
"Coaching is very reward-
ing, and I've wanted to do this 
for a long time," she says. "To 
be able to get famiJiar with a 
student for a long period of 
time, it's nice to see the player 
advance and mature. 
"I see myself in coaching for 
a while. I plan on going to 
graduate school in the fall, I 
just don't know in what yet, 
and stay involved in athletics. 
I think I'd like that." 
Finally, a familiar face 
Akers coached here under 
Moore from 1983-1990, and is 
more than.Jamiliar with East-
em's track squads and facili-
ties. Probably too familiar. 
"When I came back, it was 
like going on vacation and 
finding someone else living in 
your house," he said. ~en I 
was here before, I was in 
charge of the recruiting, and 
so I sort of felt like it was my 
team. 
"I knew (the players) in 
high school and developed 
relationships with them, so to 
come in midstream like I did 
right before the start of the 
indoor track season, I was 
kind of reserved because I 
didn't know how they'd react 
tome. 
"There was an adjustment 
time, but to their credit, 
they've reacted real well." 
Akers has noticed a few 
changes since he was last 
here, but some things will 
always stay the same. 
"The student rec center is 
new, that's the major differ- _ 
ence," he says. "But it's still 
the same old dirty fieldhouse. 
But we're getting the new 
track outside, so that's nice. 
"I missed the intensity of 
college athletics. I coached 
high school, and it's just not 
the same level of competition. 
Working with John (Mciner-
ney) is great, and I still have 
the same latitude as I had 
before. So it's all worked out 
very well." 
The local aspect 
Moncel could be blamed for 
simply using the university to 
take advantage of an employ-
ment opportunity, but he 
doesn't mind. The Mattoon 
native was a roving golf 
instructor, teaching in Flori-
da, California and Texas 
among other areas, before tak-
ing the reins of Eastem's golf 
program late last summer. 
And he has had no problem 
adapting to teaching at the 
college level. 
"The majority of the guys I 
teach are college-age anyway," 
Moncel said, "so that helps. 
I've taught some pretty good 
p~ayers, and we've got some 
pretty good players here." 
Being from Mattoon, Mon-
cel hopes his familiarity with 
the area can be a major 
recruiting tool in the future. 
"Now that I'm in the area 
again, I'm going to try to get 
some recruits out of the local 
kids. There are plenty of kids 
around here. And there's an 
awful lot of good talent that 
I've coached, and rd like to try 
to get some of those guys to 
commit. 
"There are plenty of guys 
that we could get here without 
having to offer them a hell of a 
lot of money, so rd like to get 
those guys to commit - of 
course, if they can for financial 
reasons - and try to get up to 
scale with the other pro-
grams." 
The winds of change 
With all the alterations 
made in the athletic depart-
ment, Perine stands as the 
lone symbol of an office that 
was remarkably different last 
year. Things aren't like they 
were, nor will they ever be. 
A new conference looms on 
the horizon. Gender equity 
still stands to cut a pair of 
sports. And new coaches con-
tinue to shuffle in at an 
alarming rate. 
Ask Perine about the differ-
ences in the spring sports only 
10 months ago. So many 
changes. So many new faces. 
"So many things run 
through my mind," she says. 
So many things indeed. 
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w skipper sees title possible 
the team has lost 
· ces of second base-
ff Guest and first 
Keith Mierzwa from 
s squad that went 
all and 14-8 in the 
ce, Schmitz is anx-
see if his team can 
goals they have set. 
goal is to be in the 
) tournament at the 
year, (and) our goal 
to host the tourna-
Schmitz said. "Any-
can happen at that 
FILE PHOTO 
Senior designated hitter Rob Nicholes will have to be a 
solid run producer in the middle of the order if the Panther 
baseball team is to have some success in the new-look Mid-
Con this year. Nicholes hit .258 a year ago. 
The starting lineup that 
Schmitz has penciled thus far 
(not including pitching) is: 
• First b.~~ ... e.-=--- IhiYg Z~ 
~~l, a rig]}!Jian~.?;. wi!,\ 
• o# n• 
split time at first with Tony 
Gilio, who is a lefthander. 
• Second base - Melesio 
Salaii~ who.led:.\he Panthers 
in hits.with 48~ alao·played a~ 
... ~ • J "' " ""' ,. -r " ,,.. J 
' '0 ur goal is to be in the (Mid-
Con) tournament ... and our goal 
is also to host the tournament. 
Anything can happen at that 
point. " 
- Baseball coach Jim Schmitz 
shortstop and third base for 
the Panthers last year. "He 
has adjusted well to that 
position," said Schmitz of 
moving Salazar over. "He's 
very excited in being over 
there." Schmitz plans to use 
freshman Josh Zink as a 
backup to Salazar. 
• Shortstop - Steve Dun-
lop, a returnee who batted 
.279 last season. "Moving 
(Steve) at short has really so-
lidified the infield," Schmitz 
said. "We're very excited 
about his play." Junior Shane 
Hesse will be the backup. 
• Third base - Travis 
Hayes, who Schmitz says "has 
been a great addition (to the 
team). Travis is- a fine defen-
sive player and he's one of our 
better offensive players." 
• Catcher - Shawn Guen-
ther, who batted .284 last sea-
son. "He's really done well 
hitting the ball and he's done 
well in throwing the ball," 
Schmitz said. Brandt White-
head and Jason Zobrist will 
be the backups. 
• Left field - Ty Ziegl~r, 
who batted .250 last year for 
the Panthe.rs. ~T\r is just 
being r~ally solid· aut there,>1 
Schmitz said. "I like his speed 
and he's really showing me he 
can be at the No. 2 spot in the 
(batting) order." Zink is slated 
to be the backup. 
• Center field - Joch Mar-
tin, who looks to improve on 
his .235 batting average from 
last season. "Joch has made 
one correction in the hitting 
area, and he's just swinging 
the bat well," Schmitz said. 
"We're looking forward for 
him to have a good year." 
Mike Lambert is scheduled to 
backup Martin. 
• Right field - Matt Broom, 
a newcomer from Parkland 
Community College. "He has 
such a strong arm for right 
field," Schmitz said. "We're 
really excited in how he's 
doing out there." 
• Designated hitter - Rob 
Nicholes, a 6-foot-4 senior 
who batted .258 for the team 
last year. "When I came in the 
fall, the players seemed to 
hack away (at pitches)," 
Schmitz said. "But Rob has 
made some adjustments. He's 
going to be able to give us 
some run production." Sch-
mitz plans to use Zobrist as a 
backup to. Nichole& . 
experienced pitchers take to the hill 
baseball experts and bleach-
agree that a strong pitching 
is a virtual certainty to win 
games 
tern baseball coach Jim 
plans to build his pitching 
,.,,Ul.ILU a bunch of no-names. 
new Eastern baseball coach 
't care about rebuilding his 
m scratch. He's even confi-
a group of returnees who 
only 7 4 of the 359 innings 
by last year's staff will get 
done. 
Schmitz thinks the person to 
· t.eam is 6-foot-3 junior Brian 
a righty who went 0-1 with a 
ed-run average last year in 
No-names need to make names for 
themselves for Panthers to compete 
person, but when he's on the mound 
he definitely jumps into a competi-
tive mentality," Schmitz said. "He's a 
guy from last year that can pitch in 
big games." 
Other Eastern pitchers who 
Schmitz expects as part of the rota-
tion include senior righty Chris Hall, 
who went 1-2 and had an unimpres-
sive 7.13 ERA in 17213 innings, 6-
foot-4 right-hander Jim Healey and 
junior southpaw Beau Szul. 
"Jimmy competes really well. His 
plus is that he has a really good 
curve ball, and I think on the colle-
giate level you can live with that," 
SchmilzsaidofHeale~ 
Two other starting possibilities for 
Schmitz include 6-foot-5 freshman 
Caleb Englehardt, a right-hander 
from Tuscola, and junior shortstop 
Steve Dunlop. 
"Steve Dunlop will pitch in the 
mid-week games," Schmitz said. "He 
pitched in high school and went 11-0 
on his state championship team at 
Thornwood (H.S.). He's pitched in 
intrasquad games and knows what to 
do on the mound." 
In the bullpen, Schmitz will rely 
on Willy Hilton as his ace reliever. 
Hilton is a 6-foot-2 righty who went 
2-1 last season, but had a ye_ry high 
8.16 ERA. 
"Willy wants to be the guy with 
the ball to get the win or the los~," 
Schmitz said of Hilton. "The transi-
tion will be for Willy to be patient as 
a reliever." 
Hilton's set-up man for this season 
will be senior lefty Tom Brabeck, who 
pitched in only six games last year. 
First baseman Tony Gilio will also 
see time on the mound in a relief role 
this year. 
Schmitz said his main concern for 
his pitching staff is to make a posi-
tive transition to· his style of coach-
ing. 
"When you bring in a new coach 
and things go poorly, there's going to 
be a lot of finger-pointing," said 
Schmitz, who replaced Dan 
Callahan, who left to take over the 
job at Southern Illinois in July. 
"What the players have to do is 
buy into the philosophy of the new 
coach. If you keep plugging away, 
good things will happen." 
x tournaments on slate for golf squad 
gic number of 300 the goal for team to excel against tough competition 
ERICKSON 
wint.er drawing to a 
quicker than most 
rmen or groundhogs 
ever anticipate, so 
the spring sports sea-
n's head golf coach 
Moncel and his 
linksters are in the 
of preparing for a six-
nt spring schedule. 
e'll see a lot of good 
1 this spring," said 
I. "We've got to play 
y well. If we can stay 
around 300 as a team score, 
I'll be satisfied." 
This spring's schedule 
includes the Ball State, But-
1 er, Western Illinois, and 
Drake Invitationals. The 
Panthers will see action 
against Big Ten and Midwest 
Valley Conference schools 
during these tourneys. 
The starting five golfers 
will likely be Cass Davis, Jeff 
Schuette, Brad Schwartz-
walder, Mark Smaizys, and 
Mike Zedrick, with Tom 
Hogg available as a sixth 
man. 
"All of the kids worked 
hard this winter, and I think 
we'll be a fairly decent 
team," Moncel said. "We lost 
Todd Nurnberger and Chad 
Lamb from last fall, so we 
appear a little short. But 
once again, if we shoot 300 
we'll have our opportunities 
to finish well." 
This· season's Mid-Con-
tinent Conference Tourn-
ament is at Troy State, and 
Moncel feels Troy State will 
be the early favorite for the 
title. 
"Troy has a great program. 
The southern schools will 
always be strong, but with 
Troy State it may take a lit-
tle more for us to win the 
conference. To finish in the 
first half of our meets would 
be great," Moncel said. 
Moncel's goal is to get his 
golfers in with rounds under 
76 each meet. This will give 
the squad the opportunity to 
get to that "magic number" 
of300. 
AB far as what the future 
holds for the men's team, 
they lose Schuette, Sch-
wartzwalder, and Zedrick 
after this semester. However, 
Monce} remains optimistic 
despite losing three of his top 
five for next fall. 
"We've got six guys 
a lready committed for next 
year, either as transfers or 
fresh men. We've got some 
scholarship money coming 
in, so we1l be looking pretty 
good," Moncel commented. 
For the immediate future, 
though, the bottom line for 
Moncel is quite simple. 
"It's not to beat anyone, 
but to play our own game," 
Moncel said. "If we can get 
everyone to shoot what 
they're capable of, we'll do 
just fine as far as I'm con-
cerned." 
By ANTHONY MASELLA 
Staff writer 
Lady Panther senior 
pitcher Coli Turley has 
fully recovered from a knee 
injury, which prematurely 
ended her 1994 season 
after nine games. 
And after 11 months of 
grueling rehabilitation, 
head coach Beth Perine 
says that Turley is back 
and is even stronger for the 
1995 season. 
"It has been an incredi-
bly long and difficult road 
back for Coli," Perine said. 
"She has basically, by her-
self, spent three, four, five 
hours a day committing 
herself to rehabilitation 
from reconstructive knee 
surgery. She is an inspira-
tion to me and the team. 
"I really believe, after 
the past 11 months, she is 
stronger physically and 
mentally. She has come so 
far. It's exciting for her and 
us. We are really encour-
aged. In my opinion, she is 
ready to throw out the first 
pitch." 
aim for a return to the con-
ference title game. 
"For me, I'm just relieved 
to be back," Turley said. 
"We're hoping to carry the 
momentum from the fall 
season into the spring. 
Finally being back brings a 
whole new outlook for me." 
Perine said she is excited 
about the fact that all three 
hurlers are drop-ball pitch-
ers, and she has a whole 
infield of seniors. 
"lt· means that 75 per-
cent of our outs are on the 
ground," she said. "That's a 
little scary when thinking 
of the future. But it's a nice 
feeling. We have a solid 
staff of pitchers." 
Porzel, a native of Lock-
port, Ill., has a few things 
going for her, too. She was 
the Most Valuable Player of 
the Mid-Con Tourney this 
past spring, which Perine 
said is an accomplishment 
she has seen few players 
achieve as a sophomore. 
"It's hard for me to re-
member any player, in my 
12 years as a coach, as a 
sophomore to receive such 
an honor - in any sport," 
she said. "That was excit-
ing to see. That .honor has 
encouraged her to reach a 
higher level. 
ament. 
''T 
.I.. t's a nice 
feeling. We 
have a solid 
staff of pitch-
er-s." 
- Softball coach 
Beth Perine 
"She beat a lot of good 
teams in the fall," Perine 
said. "She has come in 
throwing like a veteran. 
She has a lot of confidence 
and a lot of mound pres-
ence. She has a variety of 
pitches, and a command of 
all of them. Mandy is the 
type of player who can 
come in immediately and· 
contribute." 
ELISSA BROADHURST/ Assoc. photo editor 
Junior Mtssy Porzel is just one pitcher .Eastern wlll be rounttng 
on.for a return trip tD the Mtd-con t1tte game, where she earned 
MVP honors a year ago q/ter gotng 13-14 on the regular season. 
Also a solid second base-
man, Turley (3-1), along 
with junior hurler Miuy 
Porzel (13-14) and fresh-
man Mandy White, will cer-
tainly help Eastern (24-28, 
7-11 last year) contend in 
its third season in the Mid-
Continent Conference and 
"She already has an 
excellent work ethic. But 
that honor just reinforced 
her self-confidence. She 
Amy Bradle (8-13) won't 
be returning this season. 
Her and Perine made a 
mutual agreement that she 
would not return. Instead, 
she will concentrate on her 
studies. 
Softball team counting on veteran savvy 
Defense a key to matching 
success of last postseason 
ing to Perine. Missouri-Kansas 
City will be the only team that 
the Lady Panthers haven't seen 
before. 
"That's going to include being more disciplined 
at the plate, hitting my pitch and feeding off on 
my teammates and not letting myself get too 
down on myself," Chapman said. "I tend to go on a 
streak then go in a slump for a while." 
By JOHN BATES 
Staff wrtLcr 
Hoping to improve from last season's mark, the 
Lady Panthers will be relying on a group of veter-
ans and a solid defense to work their way up the 
slightly revamped Mid-Continent Conference. 
Eastern's top three batting 
leaders from last season will be 
returning this season - sopho-
more outfielder Jennifer Cher-
veney (.354), a year ago, junior 
first baseman Nicole Chapman 
(.335), and junior catcher/first 
baseman Sharna McEwan 
(.333 ). McEwan and Chapman 
Jennifer 
Cheroeney 
Freshman Emily Starkey from Hudson, Ill. is 
one of the newcomers that Perine expects to give 
immediate help to the team. 
"She'll come in and contribute right away in 
our lineup," Perine said. "We have a veteran 
squad, so it's kind of hard for freshmen to come 
right in this year." 
"We have what I think is an ideal mix of speed 
and power in our lineup," said head coach Beth 
Perine. "I think we should be very explosive offen-
sively, but I really think the mainstay is going to 
be our defense. I think our defense, including our 
pitching, is going to win a lot of games for us." 
led the team in fielding as well with .984 and .982 
fielding percentages respectively, and Cherveney 
was one of 100 softball players advancing to the 
second round of the U.S. Olympic Softball Team 
According to Chapman, team practices have 
gone well, and the team's hitting is starting 
show good signs. And Perine is pretty optimis 
on the season. 
"I just feel real positive about the season," 
Perine said. "I feel like we're going to be real com· 
petitive. And right now, we're extremely unified 
as a unit, and I think there's nothing that can 
replace that." 
Unlike many of the previous Eastern teams 
this season, the softball team will not be largely 
affected by the retooling of the conference, accord-
tryouts last fall. . 
Chapman, who feels she is solid defensively, is 
focusing on being more consistent at the plate 
this season. 
Track teams ready to move outside for spring 
By JOHN COX 
a.'wrtter 
Eastem's track teams will move out 
from under the roof of Lant.z Fieldhouse 
after an extremely su~ indoor sea-
son. 
While the men won the Mid-Continent 
Conference Championship, the women 
placed second. This directly and indirect-
ly transfers over t.o the outdoor season, 
depending on who is asked. 
"!'hey are two different beasts," men's 
track coach 1bm Akers said. "There are a 
number of new events in the outdoor sea-
son. The difference between indoor and 
outdoor track is drastic." 
While women's track coach John 
Mcinerney doesn't disagree with Akers, 
his view of the transition varied. 
"There is a ton of carry over," Mc-
inerney said. "What we try t.o do is dou-
ble-peak. Sometimes it works, sometimes 
it doesn't." 
And sometimes it rains. That's the fun 
. . ~ . . .. 
of outdoor track - except the Panthers 
and Lady Panthers are without an out-
door track as of now. 
"As it stands, it is unfinished," Akers 
said. "That could throw a big wrench int.o 
our season because it could be until April 
before it is done." 
Outdoor practices are currently in 
limbo, but javelins and discs will still be 
thrown. And for the men's team, throw-
ing will be a lonely job. 
"Jason Waldschmidt is an excellent 
weight man," Akers said. "He took first in 
the 35-pound weight throw and second 
place in the shot. He's our only weight 
man." 
Returning East.em high jump record 
holders Cory Utterback and Tim 
Thompson and newcomer Garrin Kay 
racked up 23.5 points in the conference 
meet, as they took first, second and 
fourth, respectively. 
Co-MVP of the conference meet Justin 
Weiss, who took first in the 5,000-meter 
.run and second in the 3,000-meter run, 
will anchor a distance squad that would 
make the Energizer bunny sweat. 
Along with Weiss, Nate Shaffer, who 
redshirted during cross country and 
indoor track, returns after a year hiatus. 
Neal Garrison is the top returning 
hurdler and, according to Akers, Daryl 
Brower has the "capability to become a 
good 400-met.er hurdler." 
Sprints is where the Panthers are lack-
ing a bit. 
"Obadiah (Cooper) is a big hole t.o fill," 
Akers said. "George Wilson is definitely 
better outdoors and the longer (the dis-
~). the better he is." 
Kert McAfee, Ralph Gardner and 
Garrison are all longer distance sprint-
ers, which comes in handy for the 1,600-
meter relay, but hurts the 400-meter 
relay, which they also comprise. 
The Lady Panthers have four weeks 
before the season starts giving them 
"time t.o reload and repair the worlt base. .. 
"We are going t.o use the indoor season 
t.o springboard int.o the outdoor season," 
Mcinerney said. 
One Lady Panther who doesn't need a 
springboard U, Tiffany Jansen. East.em's 
best returning high jumper teams up 
with Danyel Watters who cleared 5-foot-2 
indoors and "is capable of some better 
stuff;" aooording t.o Mcinerney. 
Kala Scott continued where she left oW 
last year and dominated during the 
indoor campaign. Scott took first place in 
the 55-met.er hurdles, the triple and the 
long jumps. 
"There are longer runways outside. 
Our best efforts usually come on the m,. 
ger track," Mcinerney said. 
Providing there is bigger track, the di&-
tance team, comprised of freshmaa 
Crist.en Conrad and seniors Irma Peral 
and Amy Bersig, will be running circl• 
around their competition. 
Tisha Alvarm, a transfer student who 
took first in the shot put and the 20. 
pound. weight throw in the conferenct 
meet, and freshman Kelli Rockwell are 
~s-~~~~·- - - ---· 
g off-season 
etters ready 
realignment of the conference, 
little is known about many of 
the teams they will be compet-
ing against. Both teams will be 
looking to better their confer-
ence standings from last year, 
with the women finishing sec-
ond and the men seventh. 
Kramarski is looking to 
senior co-captains Samantha 
Wulfers, Geeta Dua, and Melis-
sa Welch to lead the way for the 
women along with juniors 
Christy Sims, Terra Erickson 
and Stephanie Sullivan and 
freshman Sarah Ramage and 
Angie Waldhoff to complete the 
lineup. 
"All our starters are return-
ing except for one, and with the 
help of the two freshmen, we 
hope we can achieve one of our 
presea.eon goals of winning the 
conference championship, 
which is something the girls are 
really working towards," said 
Kramarski. 
The men have depth on their 
side as well, with a lineup con-
sisting of seniors George Ma-
aeaaon, and cey, Jeft'Lindstrom, Ryan Ivers, 
llmiaralr:i," West- and Pat Mellin. Juniors Brad 
'l'lvy State will Rozboril, Dennis Alexander and 
-IJllJig teams Brandon Kuhl and freshmen 
•118D.t Confer- Joe Kantor and Chris Anderson 
will also be counted on by Kra-
marski. 
Moore once. 
Landnis and Moore connect,. 
ed on them oombjned attempts, 
endiDg .t4e fen~ two-PllMt 
losing streak and · ending 
Younpt.own's chances afhosting 
a postseason ccmference game. 
When Moore made both afhis 
free throws, he set a new school 
record by making 11 of 11 
attempts in one game. The old 
mark was 10.for-10 by three dif:. 
ferent former Panthers. 
With the win, Samuels is 
eager to see how the team will 
react when they play at Buffalo 
Friday night. 
"It's a good win for our young 
men," Samuels said. "I hope our 
kids want to get an a string and 
come home with a champi-
onship. It's a good win going into 
the tournament." 
-------r----------, RB Y i Giant Roast Beef : 
Q ! $1.99 : 
4 OFFERS) I (LIMIT 4 OFFERS) I 
tlvu 3-31-95 I Good thN 3-31-95 I 
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--------L------~---~ Try Arby's New Chicken Flngen! 
Chicken Tenderloin Strips 
THE ARav·s Diff ere nee! 
Uncoln Ave. •Charleston • 348-6144 
FREE--FRD- EE 
HORS D'OBUVRPS 
M-1h Sp.m.-<;loee 
. Charlestan Only_ - -
•LARGE SOFT DRlNK 
W/El1Jtp. 
•ALL YOU CAN EAT 
CHILI MAC 
$3.99 Tues. Nights 
• Authentic American 
& Mexican Cuisine 
• Full Bar & Frozen Drinks 
•Now Accepting Diacover 
East Side of Square 
For Carry Out Call 
345-2223 Charleston 
Minute 
•1&11 
OIClwtlge 
LUbe 
OI Fiiier 
SPEEDIE LullE 
Of ChetlellDn 
111 w. Unooln 
Ctllrlel*on, IL ltlllO 
.. 217441-1• 
. ... ,.· . .- . ~ 
~--------------- ----, 
I $2 OFF I I any oil change 1 
I with thla. coupon I 
I SPEEDIE LUBE-cHAALESTON I 
~---------------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
HOMER UN 
WITH THESE 
WEEKEND 
SPECIALS AT 
JERIY•s IZZA 
~~:.~ &. u .:::~--
CORNER OF 4TH &.. LINCOLN 
345-2844 
DELIVERY NOON TO CLOSE 
~s~rwiilnsredienf_____ -is~-s1fi81e-insreaient ___ l 
1Plzza &. Qt. of Coke · Pizza &. Qt. of Coke 1 I Exp.:3/10/95 s92s s7ts I 
I txp.3/10/9& I 
L----------------------- ------------------------' :sm.-Sfiliierngreaiciit---1-sm~'FwoTriii'eafiiif----, 
I I I 
:Pizza &.. Qt. of Coke : Pizza &. Qt. of Coke 1 l_:x~~=~~~~~~~~~-J-~-~~~!.!~~~~~~ 
Two large Slnsle lnpecllent Pizzas $1600 
812 Wllllt I 
1 
: 5 -··--· - a • • -
Open 
24 
Hours 
e 
64 oz·• Chi Chi's 
Howerade S lsa .11.s oz. 
99~ $J_49 
Eagle Jack' 
Tortilla Rounds 12" Originals• 
21$300 21$450 
Coke $169 6 Packs 
~~'6- '5000~~-#~ 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at. 581-
2812. A corrected ad ~ill 
appear in the next edition. · 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DffiEUTORY 
8EBTIVEit OFFERED 
--~ TIU TEL 
SAVE MONEY on your motor-
cycle and auto insurance. 
Contact BILL HALL at 345-
7023 or stop by HALL INSUR-
ANCE 1010 East Lincoln 
Avenue. 
_________ 318 
Lise. Child Care close to cam-
pus. Personal Care. 348-0979. 
---------".3114 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT- Fishing Industry. Earn 
to $3,000-$6,000+/month +ben-
efits. Male/Female. No experi-
ence necessary (206) 545-
4155 ext A57385. 
-~-~~~----'--.31.10 
$1750 weekly possible mailing 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Begin now. For info 
call 202-298-0955. 
~~~~---~~~.,.._.511 
Education majors needed to 
nanny for six children in 
Effingham. Two positions avail-
able. Summer evenings approx-
imately 20 hours, summer 
weekends, approximately 20 
hours. Must have experience 
with children and be able to 
plan activities for various ages. 
Only serious need apply. 342-
2131 ext. 101 or 234-4937 and 
leave message. 
_________ 3191 
No plans for Spring Break? 
Sample the award winning 
quality of CTAI Temporary posi-
tions open March 10-19 while 
students are gone. Take advan-
tage of this opportunity to make 
some quick cash! We'll pay 
$6.00 per hour to qualifying 
individuals! Call us for details!! 
348-5250. 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
· for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, water-
skii ng, gymnastics, riflery, 
archery, tennis, golf, sports, 
computers, camping, crafts, 
dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $1150 or more plus R & 
B. Camp LWC/GWC, 1765 
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
_________ 4/19 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel 
the world while earning an 
excellent income in the Cruise 
Ship & Land-Tour Industry. 
Seasonal & full-time employ-
ment available. No exp neces-
sary. For info. call 1-206-634-
0468 ext. C57385. 
____ _,_ ____ 3128 
Pizza maker wanted part time, 
apply in person after 4 PM, 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, 
Charleston. 
------=--:-=-:-"'."=-c-516 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT! EARN THOUSANDS 
THIS SUMMER IN CANNER-
1 ES, PROCESSORS, ETC. 
MALE/FEMALE. 
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL 
OFTEN PROVIDED! GUIDE. 
GUARANTEED SUCCESS! 
(919)929-4398 ext A 1060. 
--------..,..,.,,,..,,,4/4 
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! 
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE 
WORLD TRAVEL 
(CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, 
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PER-
MAN ENT, NO EXPER. NEC. 
GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext. 
E1060 
------.,,:-=:---4/4 
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-
Telephone surveyors needed 
part-time hours Monday thru 
Thursday 2:00 to 8:00 pm, Sat 
9:00 to 3:00 pm, work hours of 
your choice (minimal of 15 
hours per week, maximum of 
30 hours). $4. 75 per hour, 
bonuses available. Apply in per-
son at 2115 18th St., 
Charleston. 
WANTED- FEMALE VOCALIST 
FOR ALTERNATIVE ROCK 
BAND. EXPERIENCE PRE-
FERRED, COMMITMENT 
REQUIRED, CALL 345-9100 
LEAVE MESSAGE. 
Nice 3 bedroom furnished apt. 
Looking for 1 or 2 more girls for 
Fall-Sp. Water, trash paid. Call 
Amy at 348-5931 or after 5 call 
345-7314. 
Need one more roommate to 
share large Pinetree apart-
ment. Can have own room. Call 
Mark at 581-2903. 
~-~-----..,..,~~· Male roommate needed for '95-
' 96 school yr, 2BR Apt, 
$200/mo + dep. Call Kevin 345-
6117. 
Im 
T1u..1:nJWG/8cHoou 
HELP 1lf ilTED 
llf il'TED 
..U.0Pl'.IOJW 
BmDJ!BmEIUI 
BooJDllTEit 
811BLEIHIOM 
l'oBBDT 
Poa•.lLE 
l.Glrr•Fo~ 
_________ .312 • 
hab Aide .for the 3-11 shift and 
available for weekends. Day 
time hrs. on weekends possi-
WE NEED SUBLESSORS 
FOR SUMMER '951 MED. 3 
bedroom apt. Next to campus. 
FURNISHED! 345-4711. 
~O~VEMENDI 
Wanted: Femaltt bl(tender, 21 + 
for weekends. Neat in appear-
~. outgoing attitude. W~es 
+ tips yours only. Apply in per-
son, The Friendly -Inn, -Rt. HI, 
Ashmore. Experience helpful. 
-· . 313 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: -------~~----~--~ 
Phone: _________ Student O Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ________________ , 
Ad to read: 
Under Classlflcafion of:-------------
Expiration code (offlce UM only) ___________ . 
Personaqceptinglld~r ____ _ 
no. wo~s , .. ~unt:due:.$ ____ _ 
Payment Q cash Q Check Qcredlt 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
ble. Must be organ. & depend-
able. Exper. prefer. but will train 
the right 9etSl:>n. ~ppjy.Jii per~ 
s;n at 738 -.;18th Street; 
Charleston, lt}EO~. 
~-~--~----'317 
Summer Sublessors Needed! 2 
BR Apt. Park Place J. Fully 
Furnished with A/C, free pilrf(.. 
irltJr:$150 mo. negotiable. 348-
0937. . - -
ACROSS 
1 Some 
microwaves 
7Bully 
10Good luck 
charm of the 
Middle Ages 
14Comeback 
ts Chemistry 
pioneer Andrew 
te Science series 
since 1974 
11 Wrong idea 
20Nimbi 
21 Sorceress of 
Aeaea 
22 Butterfly's sash 
25 Capital of Cuba 
26 Knitted shoes 
28Wiresby 
wireless 
USA·26 
----...,,-------319 
30 Bee, in a way 
:111 Coalesce 
32 Ticked off 
33 Lakes in the 
distance 
nGnaws 
40File 
42Showfear 
48 Sandpiper 
47 Of the skull 
48 Phonograph 
inventor's 
monogram 
49 Jeanne d'Arc, 
e.g.: Abbr. 
50Pines 
51 Three-time 
British Open 
winner 
53 Eyeball bender 
seNow's 
companion 
eoPince--
11 Hard, dry, 
one-seeded 
fruit 
12 London park 
63 Baker's abbr. 
64 Was impolite 
DOWN 
t Sandy's remark 
21958song 
"Make--
Miracle" 
3 Azores' loc. 
4Quick bite 
5 Hawaii's is 808 
e Rural steps 
7Tarotsuit 
a Celebrated 
Bruin blueliner 
9Minute 
-+-+-+--1 10 Type of 
inspection 
~.;.+"'+-"+"-I 11 Pears, in Paris 
-=+~;+.;;:;+-'-! 12 Long-legged 
shorebird 
13 Alleys have 
them 
11 Shempand 
Curly's brother 
19 Part of the U.K. 
--+,,,.....,,... 22 Regalia item 
-=+~.-..· 23 Unadorned 
24 --fixe 
--+-+-.+-...... _ a Enemy of Rocky 
-::;: 
·> 
WGN-16 9C 
and Bullwinkle 
27 Raraavis 
n Officeholders 
' 
WILL-12 LIF-40 
3 Females for Summer to share 
4 BR with Female. Kim 348-
6497. 
~-,---------..,--,---3110 
Suble1aor needed for now! 
Spring '95 and or Summer '95. 
Newly remodeled and practical-
ly on campus. Call Carrie at 
581-8039. 
3/3 S-U~B-L-E-SS_O_R_S_N_E-ED_E_D_F.OR 
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT. SUMMER '95, 
NEAR CAMPUS. 345-5149. 
_____ .,.... ___ 3110 
Soblessors needed for summer. 
2 bedroom Apt. 913 4th St. 
348-5396. 
~~~~-,--......,..-,,.,-317 
Summer Sublessor/s Needed 
for Summer '95! Nice furnished 
apt. Close to campus. (4th St.) 
Call 345-2145. 
________ .....,..313 
3-4 Sublesaors needed for 
summer '95. Fully Furnished 
with A/C. Just off Campus! 345-
1317. 
Poalln 
Nice-close to campus furnished 
houses for 1995-96 school 
year. 12 month lease, $195/mo. 
Call 345-3148 evenings. 
--~~~-~--511. 
Now leasing, 1995-96 school 
year. Two-bedroom furnished 
apartments. McArthur Manor 
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St. 
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5. 
~~-~-~~--511 
Now leasing for 1995-96 school 
year. 1 and 2 bedroom fur-
nished or unfurnished. 10 or 12 
month lease. Water and trash 
paid. No pets. 947 4th St. Call 
348-n46. 
_________ 511 
Three bedroom house 1810 
Johnson. 1\vo bedroom house 
1022 2nd street. Three per-
s6!is:- ~c.!'llnnt'. _ 1condition .. 348-5032. ' ";l'i,!" ' " • • 
~~~~~~~~-312() 
50 
53 
59 
62 
Now leasing for 1995-96 school 
year. Extra large 2 bedroom, 1 
1/2 bathroom. Furnished apart· 
ment. Trash paid. Free laundry. 
facility. Large walk-in closets. 
12 month lease. No pets. 1017 
Woodlawn. Call 348-n46. 
Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 Peed 
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dislr 
washer, garbage disposal. 
laundry facilities. Call 345• 
2363. 
--------~!11 Houses for 4-5 student~ 
Furnished. Close to EIU. No 
pets. 345-6621. Leave mes-
sage. 
Leasing for fall: 2 bedroonl 
furnished apartments. Closf 
to campus. No pets! 345, 
7286. 
GIRLS 3 bedroom furnis 
house, good location, 
Available August 16th, wasll, 
er, dryer and AC. One yeaf 
lease. No pets rent $630/mo. 
Call 345-7286. 
"' Summer, 5 bedroom house 31' Polk 3 bedroom house 1806 
11th 2 bedroom apartmen 
348-5032. 
Luxury Apartments Rentlnt 
summer and fall. 1 block from 
campus, furnished, central air, 
fireplace, garage, 2 and 3 
bedrooms. $225 a student, EN 
Sidwell & Associates 348• 
0191. 
Prjvate Room in Residence 
male. , ~ !3locks frQfll Camp 
234-4831, 
Puule by Bry9td White 
30 Positivism 
founder 
Auguste 
44 Battering ram or 
catapult 
51 Effervescence 
52 Part of the Dept. 
32 Play for time 
34 Singer McEntire 
uFlume 
36Shooter 
37Grigs 
38Please 
41 Compassdir. 
42Mounted 
antlers, to some 
43 Blew one's 
stack 
:;:;:; 
~~~: 
Fox-8 55 
45 Hodgepodge: 
Abbr. 
"Cowboys' home 
47 Calico, e.g. 
48Chess 
champion of 
1960 
m 
of Labor 
MPlus 
55 Singer Sayer 
se Front end? 
SJ Together 
58 Writer Buntline 
MAR. 
DSC-33 WEIU-9 51 
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News News SportsCenter Wings LOYll Connection MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond2000 Cannen Sandiego 
6:30 Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune College Basketball Wings Jeflersons Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Bill N)'I! 
7:00 College Basketball College Basketball Extreme Murder, She Wayans Bros. ll~nois Gardner Unsolved Mysteries Movie:Love and Mysterious Univ. Little House on 
7:30 Wrote ParenrHood This Old House Betrayal, Cond. Magical Worids The Prairie 
8:00 Commlsh MovieBackslab Ulilappily/Aller Cane Toads McMe:Ooing Lile MovieMagic 
8:30 Muscle Know Zones St. Elsewhere 
9:00 ER 48 Hours DayOne News Mystery! Star Trek: The Next 8e¥ond2000 
9:30 Generation News 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter WlllflS Night Court Being Served? Unsolved Mysteries M'A"S"H" Wortd of Wonder Red/Green Show Leader 
10:30 Jay Leno(10:35) David (10:35) Married •.. (10:35) Wing& Simon & Simon Movie: M'A'S'H' Women's Basketball 
1988 Ford Escort GT, 5 speed, 
NEW CLUTCH, FRONT 
BRAKES $4,000 OBO CALL 
345-9808. 
~--------------------'317 For Sale: complete car stereo. 
Cell for more details. 345-3887. 
~---------------------317 3 ·--1971-i<z.1000 Looks good, & 
BR BUILT 10 RUN. ca,t past 4:00 
for p.m. 2,500 O.B.O. 
Lost· Diamond Engagement 
ring loet In law8on Parking Lot. 
CUh Reward, cal 543-3179. 
~---------------------·3f2 Lost· Programming In True 
Basic Textbook. Reward If 
NIUmed. Call 348-6041. 
MONEY .•. MONEY ... MONEY 
FROM NOW UNTIL BREAK 
TOKENS OFFERS NO LIMIT 
CHECK CASHING .. . ALSO 
FOR A LIMITED TIME USE 
'YOUR CREDIT CARD TO GET 
CASHlll NO CASH ADVANCE 
FEES. TOKENS YOU CAN 
COUNT ONUS. 
---------------------~·3.19 Attention fraternities, sororities 
Capones Is the best spot for 
your private functions. Book 
your date today. 348-0288. 
~--------------------316 THIS WEEK AT IKES: MON· 
MARDI GRAS·GET YOUR 
INVITATION. TUES· NEW D.J. 
NITE· JOIN THE 200 CLUB, 
BALTIMORE ZOO $4.00. 
WEDS· D.J. & DANCE, KEY· 
STONES 75 cents. THURS· 
LONGNECKS $1.25. FRI-
PITCHERS $3.00 ALL DAY, 
PARTY AT 4 O'CLOCK CLUB. 
313 H-o-f,-. Ho-t.-H-o-t,-La-d-le-· s .... §td.,.......,:mpv 
Swim wear, 2 free Tans with 
Purchase. Super Bed Has 
openings, 10 8888ion8 $50.00 
Jamaican Tan 348·0018, 410 
7lh St. 
313 S~U~P~E~A------S-A-LE=l,...--.~J~UST 
SPENCE'S• 1148 SIXTH ST. 
OPEN TUES-SAT 1 :30-5 p.m. 
345-1469. WE ALSO BUYI 
~------------------313 NEW FASt Delivery Rosie's 
Restaurant. BEST Burgers In 
town. 348-8066. 
---------------------~318. KENNETH SIDLOWSKI- Pick 
up your student ID at 127 
Buzzard· Dally Eastern News 
Olllce. 
---------------------~·3f2 Happy 20th Birthday Dyan! 
·Hope you have loada of funl 
LcM, Square reg. 
Need a paper typed? Copy 
Express- Rm 202 Univ. Union. 
~-----------------'317 
Remnder: If you want a slide of 
you and your graek mom in the 
Jr. Panhellenic mom/daughter 
banquet bring one by the stu-
dent activities office by March 
20th! 
~-----------------318 PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS 
Informational Meeting, March 8 
8:30 P.M. Effingham Room 
University Union. Tryouts 
March 21·23 8-10 P.M. Lantz 
Gym. 
______________________ Mt 
Try us. You'll like us. Copy 
£xprees· Rm. 202 MLK Jr. 
Univ. Union. 581-3820. 
~-------------------'317 Congrats Sigma Kappa 
Oulalandlng ~: Colleen 
O'Neil, Usa Vashkells, Susie 
Hayner, ud Tara Rigby. Your 
slsterl are proudll 
~-------------------'3f2 RUGBYI RUGBY! RUGBY! 
RUGBYITHIS SAT. 1 :00 
ACROSS FROM COLEMAN 
HALL ON 4TH. COME ONE, 
COME ALL. WATCH YOUR 
1995 EIU HORNETS BEGIN 
THEIR QUEST FOR A SEV· 
ENTH CONSECUTIVE 
NATIONAL TITLE. 
--------------~·3f2 PHIKEIAS, Stimpy, Spade, 
Smokey, Fish, and Oscar: 
Congratulations! As the Alpha 
Class of PHI DELTA THETA It's 
only the begiming. 
~------------------'3f2 Phlkela Spade- The BROTH· 
ERHOOD of PHI DELTA 
THETA awaits. Be steadfast 
and follow the trial to BROTH-
ERHOOD. Big Brother Is watch-
ing! 
~-------------------31'2 PHIKEIAS- Can't wait to get 
your GOATl?I Looking forward 
to meeting youl LOVE, 
WE EZER. 
•• ' 312 
Phlk8la Fish- Your Journey Into 
the BROTHERHOOD of Phi 
Delta Theta has just begun· 
BIG BROTHER Is watching 
'tOl.11 
~------------------312 Congratulations to the 
Panhellenlc Council and the 
lnterfraternlty Council on win· 
nlng the Sutherland and 
Jelllson Awards! Great Jobi 
l.cM, Della Zeta. 
~---------------------'312 Congndulallons Paul Martia of 
Sigma Pl for lavaUerlng Jody 
Williams of Alpha Gamma 
Delta. Ifs about time. 
........ __ ..,...... ________ =-.,........,312 
TRl·SIGMA and DATES- Get 
fired up for the Date Dash 
tonight at Stu's! The doors 
open at 9:00 Hope to ... you 
all there. 
·., •.. !·• ,;l! .. 
,I,. • • ~. ' 
Dee Zee Airband: You're doing 
an awesome job so far· Keep 
smillngl 
-----~---~------~·312 Dee Zee Tugs- You're looking 
tough- Ke•p up the good 
world 
~~~------~---~·31'2 
Sharl Lyman: You're doing a 
great . Job- your "choir" appnlCl-
atea your enthusiasm! We'd 
"lake a wale" with you any dafll 
l.cM, your DZ sisters. 
~---------~------~·312 Hey ALPHAS: Let's-get acclted 
for the ICE CREAM Social on 
SUndayl It will be loads of Ice 
cream, oops I mean loads of 
FUN! 
~---------~~--'31'2 
Hey ALPHAS don't forget thlsl 
Gem of the Day: Things worth 
Remembering: The value of 
time. The success of parse· 
verance. The dignity of sim-
plicity. The worth of character. 
The virtue of patience. The 
power of kindness. 
~~~------~---~·312 
Why starid in long lines when 
we'll do it for you. Copy 
Express- Rm 202 MLK Jr. Univ. 
Union. 
When your 
moneys 
running out, 
and the rent 
. . 1scommg 
due ... 
SeUyour 
stuff 
in The 
News' 
Classifieds/ 
THEY 
WILL 
WORK 
FOR 
YOU!! 
lly Bill Watterson 
1W'O st\U. ~'£ 10 Ra.\> 1\-\E 
8Q(X. Ml> 1al.. 
* <JJMP\J"ta 
'tMA."T UJ WMtt 
TO 9.'C, "(O.) 
~ow. 
' 
MNI\. 'tl\f."fS ~ "WE 
~~s ~'°'"° ~?! 
GREEK nEK UNITY meeting at 8:30pm In the 1tlild floor, MLK Union. 
Each chapter must have one representallve in attendance. 
GREEK WEEK CWERALL & Steering Conmltl88 meeting at 9:30pm In 
the ArcolalTuscola Room, MLK Union. 
GREEK WEEK AIRBAND meeting at 8:30pm in the third floor, MU< 
Union. All rosters and tapea aN due at this meeting. 
GREEK WEEK PHLANTHROPY meeting at 7:30pm In the lllld floor, 
MU< Union. Each Chlpler mwel hllll9 a commlllM member...._ 
GREEK WE•K otG & Queen Candidate meeting at &pm In the 
Shelbv• Roolll. MLJ( Union. All mnc:ldmll rooat allndl 
1.anv TWHl!R EDUCATIOll Aeeoc 18 sponeor1ng a "Reulle 
Workllhop" at 8pm in Buzzard Lounge. Dr. Judith Lyles wl preaent how 
to create a prot111lonal resume. 
INTER VARSITY CHRl811All Fellowllhlp "Sub Night" at 5:30pm in 1W 
Alllance Church. For men info, call Karen at 348-1103. 
INTER VARSITY CHRl81'IAN Fellow8hip Large Group meeting at 7pm 
in the Charleeton Room, MU< Union. 
AMERICAN MARKETING AS80C wlN hllll9 a profaulonal apeaker 
meeting at 7pm In 127 L.uqlldn. Mr. Matt Ht.!gtm, Marletlng R9learch 
Analyst from Growmark, wl speak on marketing reeearch. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA'S "Spring Cleaning Oftlce" IMnt will be at 8pm. 
Come, mid bring your favorite maid. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Executive Board meeting at Spm In the APO 
ofllce. Al chapler members are welcomel Bring emileal 
Nl!WllAN CATHOLIC CENTER Music Practice at 8:30pm In 1ao 
Coleman Aucllorlum. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Penance from 3:» 
4:30pm in the Newman Chapel. 
BAPTIST S1UDENT UNION Bible Study: "Higher Ground" 18 meellng 
at 7pm in the Sullivan Room, MU< Union. 
PSI CHI BAKE Sale today and tomorrow from 9am-3pm In the ll'll 
floor, Phys Sci Building. -
MNHEL a IFC Greek Column meeting at 6pm In the Paris Room, MU< 
Union. 
ROfC LAB AT 3pm at the Archery Moond. We will be conducllnl 
Individual Movement Technique. The Uniform will be BDU's, Blide 
Boota, Soft cap, Pen, Paper and LBE. 
PHI GAMMA NU Business fraternity Actives meeting at 8pm in 122 
Lumpkin. Wear formal attire all day. 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOC meeting at 5pm in Pamberton Hall. Eaftr 
dinner wll be served in Pamberton Dining Servlce8 at 4:15pm. 
mlORITY TODAY WEEKLY meellng at &pm. Membera Muat Altancl-
photoa 1118 being taken for yearbook. 
NABJ WEEKLY MEETING at 5pm in 104S. Members Must attendo 
photoe tor yearbook are being taken. 
THE COUNSELING CENTER is aponaoring a "Succeaaful 
lntervtewing" workshop at 7pm in the Effingham Room, MU< Union. 
Diana Ingram, Dept. of Speech Comm., wll dlacu8I the tested, ...... 
atrategiea needed in a aucceaaful Interview for internships, school 
admiulona, or Jobe. 
CARIEll PLANNING AND Pllloement Cenler la having "CompulMmd 
Plaee'""t Services• from 3:30-4:30pm In 11 Student S.rvloee 
lulldng. Free Dall alUder* and alLlmi. 
ICl!C bnlLOPlllNT lml!1'INCI at 8pm In IB(TMC). Al l11te11•1d 
we llllpAIOlale your atfilndalq and Ideas. 
"The 10 words tor $1 is available to any non-commercial lncl-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 Items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. AN 
Items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. 
Name=~--~~~~~~~~-~~~~ 
A~ress: Phone ~---~-------- : ~------~-
Dates to run ----------
Message: (one word per Hne) 
Person accepting ad-------------
&pirallon code (office uae ~--------~---
No. wordaldays Amount due:$ ____ _ 
IB Thursday, March 2, 1995 The Dall7 :ea.te:rn lWeWll 
When we Say we Ad - Open 24 houl'S - Food Stamps Accepted - Money Orders 39¢ 
Match competitors - Stampe - Coupons Accepted - Xerox Service - Lotto 
ADsWEQOllll SUPER FOODS 
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER 
1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 
@ HOUR WFSTSIDE SUPER SAv@ w th• EA~!~~~~ !~~~!~!~~ET Op on 
"L p I L d F 0 SS v. " R t I Master, Visa, Discover Accepted I 
ow r ce ea er or var .ears 0~~~!~:. Novt .. _ ·:_ ;: ·O&rde 11 arn 11 ~-1•11 
( 55 Years of FAMILY PRIDE ) 
with the guaranteed 
Best Priced Foods at 
ilb al r's 
Cash Station available at both Charleston locations! 
